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 The speech act of request is known as a face threatening act (FTA) in the sense 
of Brown and Levinson (1987) and is considered a speech act that may negatively affect 
human relationships when it is used against cultural norms and constraints. Requests have 
been investigated in various languages, including English and Japanese (e.g., Hill et al., 
1986; Fukushima, 1996; Gagné, 2010). Studies about interlanguage pragmatics, such as 
Matsuda et al. (2008) and Wada et al. (2008), showed characteristics of requests made by 
learners of Japanese. However, these studies all focused on the oral speech act, and there 
are few studies about written requests. 
 The aim of this study is to investigate how American learners of Japanese 
perform requests in emails in the target language. The study consisted of an online 
questionnaire in which subjects were to make requests in ten situations. Learners’ 
performance was compared to native Japanese speakers’ performance to see if there were 
any differences and similarities. Learners’ data was also compared to the data written in 
English to see if there was evidence of L1 transfer. Data was analyzed from the following 




and (4) sentence-final form. The results showed significant differences between native 
speakers and learners in all aspects except sentence-final form. Some of the learners’ 
request strategies were arguably cases of an L1 transfer. It was also found that even 
intermediate or advanced learners lacked knowledge of politeness strategies, and thus 








The speech act of request has received a great deal of attention in pragmatic 
research, and it is one of the most frequently investigated speech acts. This speech act is 
considered as a face threatening act (FTA) in the sense of Brown and Levinson (1987), 
and it interests researchers in the field of speech acts because performing this act 
appropriately involves various social constraints and norms. Brown and Levinson stated 
that social norms vary among cultures, which implies that speech act performances must 
be different across different cultures or different language communities. Their idea has 
motivated researchers to investigate various speech acts cross-culturally to reveal 
differences in performance. The Cross-Cultural Speech Act Realization Project of 
Blum-Kulka et al. (1989) is one of the earlier studies to reveal speech act performance of 
request and apology by native speakers of five different languages. This project 
constructed a basis for further research about the oral speech act of request by 
categorizing various request strategies based on directness. 
Cross-cultural studies that included requests performed by native speakers of 
Japanese (e.g., Hill et al., 1986; Rinnert & Kobayashi, 1999; Gagné, 2010) sought to 
compare requests in Japanese and in English. Hill et al. (1986) and Gangé (2010) found 
that Japanese speaking people emphasize discernment and other-face rather than self-face. 




perform a request. By contrast, English-speaking people weighted volition and self-face 
rather than other-face.  
In the early 1990s, many researchers started investigating interlanguage 
pragmatic performances of language learners, trying to find evidence of pragmatic 
transfer. Many of these studies aimed to apply the findings to language teaching. 
Fukushima (1990) examined Japanese learners of English, and Byon (2004) investigated 
American learners of Korean. More recently, Al-Gahtani and Alkahtani (2012) 
investigated Saudi learners of Australian English, and Bella (2012) investigated learners 
of Greek from various language backgrounds. Each study found differences and 
similarities between the native speakers’ and learners’ performances of request in terms 
of use of request strategies and other supportive moves such as Brown and Levinson’s 
politeness strategies (Fukushima, 1990; Byon, 2004; Al-Gahtani & Alkahtani, 2012). It 
was also found that there was pragmatic transfer from learners’ native languages that 
affected their performance positively or negatively. Behind learners’ L1 transfer, there are 
usually cultural factors (Fukushima, 1990; Byon, 2004). Some studies compared requests 
across different proficiency levels of learners (Al-Gahtani & Alkahtani, 2012; Bella, 
2012). 
Most studies about requests have a common methodological characteristic; that 
is, request performance is analyzed in terms of Pre-head strategies or Supportive moves, 
Head-acts (request strategies), and Post-head strategies. Studies since the 1990s have also 
tended to construct request situations according to three situational variables introduced 





Requests performed by learners of Japanese have been investigated since the 
middle of the 1990s, and there has recently been a resurgence of interest in this topic. 
Tohyama (2005) examined differences between Chinese learners of Japanese and native 
Japanese speakers in terms of frequency and quality of supportive moves. Matsuda et al. 
(2008) used Korean learners of Japanese and found evidence of pragmatic transfer. Lo 
(2011) also compared Chinese learners’ data and native Japanese speakers’ data, and he 
tried to reveal instructional problems that Japanese classes in China might have. Tanaka 
(1995) and Koike (2000) each focused on a specific aspect of learners’ request 
performance in Japanese. Tanaka (1995) examined the use of kara ‘because’ and its social 
constraint. Koike (2000) investigated how native speakers of Japanese perceive learners’ 
request performances and indicated issues regarding learners’ lack of negotiation process 
and their failure to use politeness strategies. These studies demonstrated severe negative 
pragmatic transfer by Chinese and Korean learners of Japanese. However, requests by 
American or learners of Japanese have not yet been studied.  
Some speech act studies have employed the discourse completion test (DCT) for 
their data collection method, while others have used naturally collected data. Other data 
collection methods, such as role plays, are also used in pragmatic research. Golato (2003) 
compared five different data collection methods, including the DCT, natural observation, 
and role plays. Beebe and Cummings (2006) focused on natural observation and the 
written DCT, and they discussed some advantages and disadvantages of each method. 
The DCT gives researchers systematic situational control, but this is usually lacking in 
natural observation. When natural data is collected, it is difficult for researchers to gain 




because it does not consider turn-taking. Moreover, the act of writing oral speech is 
unnatural. The DCT must also rely on subjects’ imagination, while natural data consists 
of real speech. 
The method used in the present study—having subjects respond to situational 
cues by writing emails—may look similar to the DCT; however, problems that previous 
studies raised against the DCT do not apply to email studies. Emails involve written 
speech acts, so the act of writing speech acts is no longer unnatural. Since email is not a 
real-time interactive medium, the problem of turn-taking is not relevant in email studies. 
In spite of the many advantages that DCT-based speech act studies afford, 
written speech act studies are still rare, and most of the studies focused on the oral speech 
act of request. Notable among written speech act studies is Harting (2008), a contrastive 
study of Japanese and German that investigated native speakers’ performance and 
revealed characteristics of Japanese requests in emails. In terms of learners’ interlanguage 
pragmatics, few studies have examined pragmatic transfer in written requests. Lee (2004) 
and Zhu (2012) are studies about Chinese learners of English. There is no such study 
which compares requests in emails written by American learners of Japanese and native 
Japanese speakers. The present study is intended to fill this gap. 
There have been interlanguage pragmatic studies using Chinese and Korean 
learners of Japanese, even on written speech acts. However, because pragmatic transfer is 
greatly influenced by learners’ native language and culture, results from studies on 
Chinese or Korean native speakers cannot be generalized to American learners. Also, 
considering the increasing opportunities for email communication in modern society, 




they need to make requests by email. It is necessary to find negative pragmatic transfers 
and other differences in request performance in emails between native speakers and 
learners because such information is likely to inform language teaching.  
 The aim of this study is to investigate how American learners of Japanese in a 
Japanese as a foreign language (JFL) setting perform the speech act of request in emails 
in the target language. Learners’ performance was compared to native Japanese speakers’ 
performance to see if there were any differences and similarities between the two groups. 
Additionally, learners’ data written in Japanese was compared to the data written in 
English to look for evidence of pragmatic transfer that may negatively affect learners’ 
requests. Data was analyzed from the following points of view: (1) explanatory 
sequences, (2) request strategies, (3) politeness strategies, and (4) sentence-final form. 
For each analysis, the effects of three situational variables (power relationship, social 
distance, and the level of imposition) on the data will be discussed. Finally, implications 
for language teaching will be discussed.  
The research questions for this study are listed below: 
1. Are there any differences between request email messages of Japanese 
native speakers and those of learners in terms of (1) explanatory 
sequences, (2) request strategies, (3) politeness strategies, and (4) 
sentence-final form? 
 
2. Is there evidence of L1 pragmatic transfer from English in learners’ 
request emails? 
 
3. How do the three situational variables (power relationship, social 








2.1 Request as a Face Threatening Act 
 Brown and Levinson (1987) introduced the idea of the face threatening act 
(FTA), and they treated request as a type of FTA. An FTA is an action that has a risk of 
threatening a person’s face. There are two types of face: positive face and negative face. 
Brown and Levinson defined positive face as “the want of every member that his wants 
be desirable to at least some others” (p. 62). In other words, positive face is the desire to 
be liked or admired by others. On the other hand, negative face is defined as “the want of 
every ‘competent adult member’ that his actions be unimpeded by others” (p. 62). The 
speech act of request is considered to threaten the hearer’s negative face because it puts 
some pressure on the hearer to perform the action requested by the speaker. In Brown and 
Levinson's theory, the speaker can mitigate the face threat of an FTA by using politeness 
strategies such as positive/negative politeness and going off record. The choice of these 
strategies in specific situations is made according to the estimated level of the risk of face 
loss. For example, if the risk of face loss is seen as low, the speaker may make the FTA 
without redressive action. However, the speaker may not even attempt the FTA if the risk 
is too high. The risk of face loss is calculated using three variables: social distance, 
relative power, and the absolute ranking of impositions. Based on the sum of these 




he/she has to make. Brown and Levinson pointed out that the notion of face is universal 
and that every individual has positive and negative face. However, the choice of 
strategies varies across different cultures because the variables may change depending on 
cultural values. Because of these cultural differences, when language learners have to 
perform an FTA, negative transfer may occur and cause a cross-cultural problem. Brown 
and Levinson’s theory of politeness is widely used for analyses of speech acts. 
 
 
2.2 The Speech Act of Request 
 Trosborg (1995) defined request as “an illocutionary act whereby a speaker 
(requester) conveys to a hearer (requestee) that he/she wants the requestee to perform an 
act which is for the benefit of the speaker” (p. 187). In their pioneering study, 
Blum-Kulka et al. (1989) observed the speech act of request cross-culturally and 
examined various forms of request strategies by systematically categorizing them. In this 
contrastive study, called the Cross-Cultural Speech Act Realization Project (CCSARP), 
they investigated the speech acts of request and apology in five different languages: 
Spanish, English, French, German, and Hebrew. Blum-Kulka et al. (1989) explained the 
notion of request strategy as follows:  
A Request strategy is the obligatory choice of the level of directness by 
which the Request is realized. By directness is meant the degree to 
which the speaker’s illocutionary intent is apparent from the locution. 
Directness in this sense is a pragma linguistic category which lends 
itself to psycholinguistic validation. It is related to, but by no means 
coextensive with, politeness. (p. 278) 
 
Based on the idea of directness, Blum-Kulka et al. proposed nine strategies for requests: 




statement, suggestory formula, preparatory, strong hint, and mild hint. Among the nine 
strategies, mood derivable is the most direct strategy, and mild hint is the least direct. 
Blum-Kulka et al. found cross-cultural differences in directness levels and said that each 
subject language group had specific preferences in the use of these strategies. Their 
classification of request strategies was modified and used for the analyses in the present 
study. 
 Indirectness in request is usually considered as a polite strategy but is not 
necessarily the only or the most important one. Blum-Kulka (1987) conducted a study on 
native speakers’ perceptions of indirectness and politeness using Hebrew and English 
native speakers and found that the most indirect strategy was not the most polite one for 
native speakers of both languages. According to Blum-Kulka et al. (1989), the most 
indirect strategy is mild hint. However, conventionally indirect strategy was perceived as 
the most polite one. Blum-Kulka (1987) argued that the reason for this result is that “the 
politeness of conventional indirectness is derived from the interactional balance between 
pragmatic clarity and apparent noncoerciveness achieved by these strategies” (p. 144). 
This implies that mild hint lacks pragmatic clarity and that direct strategies such as mood 
derivable are too coercive. Blum-Kulka (1987) also found some differences in perception 
of strategies between the two languages. For example, Hebrew native speakers perceived 
hints to be less polite than did English native speakers. These differences in perception of 
politeness between different cultures led to more cross-cultural and interlanguage 
pragmatic research. 
 Byon (2004) examined sociopragmatic aspects of request behavior by American 




She used the Discourse Completion Test (DCT) to observe semantic formulae usage 
patterns in Request Supportive Moves (RSM) and Request Head Acts (RHA). Byon 
found that learners were more sensitive to politeness strategies in Korean than were the 
native speakers, and learners' RSMs tended to be longer than those of native Korean 
speakers. Byon also found a notable difference between Korean and English in terms of 
discourse structure. Korean speakers tended to reflect their hierarchical culture, and their 
speech became oblique and formulaic. Discourse by Koreans was also listener-oriented 
and included many apology expressions, whereas English discourse by Americans was 
speaker-oriented with fewer apologies. These differences due to cultural factors caused 
L1 transfer in learners’ data in terms of their semantic formulae usage patterns. 
 Al-Gahtani and Alkahtani (2012) examined Saudi learners of Australian English 
in Australia. Their study compared learners’ data elicited through a role play task with 
native English speakers’ data and observed differences in terms of Pre- and Post-head act 
strategies and request strategies. Like Byon, they detected differences in usage patterns of 
Pre- and Post-head acts and request strategies between the native data and the non-native 
data. They also examined the influence of power relationships on the use of strategies and 
whether or not the influence varied according to the proficiency level of learners. In 
terms of Pre- and Post-head strategies, power relationships between interlocutors affected 
the performance of all groups. On the other hand, in terms of request strategies, only 
lower-level learners were unaffected. 
 Bella (2012) also correlated learner levels with the use of request head acts and 
internal/external modifications by Greek native speakers and learners of Greek from 




development of learners’ pragmatic competence. Higher-level learners showed their 
ability to use indirect requests and a wide variety of modification markers. However, 
even advanced-level learners were not as competent as native speakers of Greek. 
 Fukushima (1990) collected data from Japanese learners of English using an 
open-ended questionnaire to reveal pragmatic problems that Japanese learners might have 
in making an offer and request. After comparing learner data and native speaker data, it 
was found that learners had not gained adequate pragmatic competence to express their 
intention of being polite in making requests. Learners’ expressions were too direct and 
were perceived as being rude. Fukushima chose requestees of equal status but three 
different levels of closeness to the requester. Native speakers adjusted the politeness level 
according to the distance between the requester and the requestee. Learners, on the other 
hand, used direct expressions with all requestees. Fukushima concluded that this problem 
might be due to the instruction they received. Learners were possibly not taught in the 
classroom how to make polite requests contextually. Fukushima also posited a cultural 
difference between Japanese people and English-speaking people in the sense of social 
distance. In Japanese, the distance between the addresser and the addressee seems to be 
more firmly set than in English. Thus, for example, people use honorifics with a person 
of higher status but are allowed to use a command expression with a person of lower 
status. In English, people change the language patterns easily, so even with the same 
addressee, they use polite language in one situation but casual speech in another. As 







2.3 The Speech Act of Request in Japanese 
 Requesting in Japanese has also been studied, and in this section, studies that 
focused on Japanese native speakers’ norms for request making will be discussed. Most 
studies considered request as an FTA in the sense of Brown and Levinson (1987). 
Researchers attempted to reveal characteristics of requests in Japanese by comparing data 
from Japanese native speakers and from English native speakers. Hill et al. (1986) is one 
such study that employed a questionnaire. They collected various forms that the subjects 
used in the two languages to request a pen and ordered them in terms of politeness. They 
found that discernment, “a recognition of certain fundamental characteristics of addressee 
and situation” (p. 361), was an important factor in deciding on a request strategy in both 
language groups, but the Japanese subjects showed higher agreement on request forms 
than the American subjects did. Hill et al. concluded that, for Japanese, discernment was 
the primary factor in making a decision, but not for English. For American English, 
volition, “the desired degree of politeness,” was the primary factor, and discernment was 
secondary. Hill et al. showed a clear difference in request patterns between English and 
Japanese, but their request situation was limited to borrowing a pen. 
 Fukushima (1996) compared English data produced by British subjects to data 
produced by Japanese subjects, investigating differences between the two language 
groups in terms of how the request head act and supportive moves were structured, what 
types of head act strategies were employed, what forms the head acts took, and what 
types of supportive moves were used. Subjects were fifteen Japanese undergraduate 
students and sixteen British undergraduate students. They were given a typed situation 




imposition levels, high and low, were used, but power relationship and distance were held 
constant in both situations. Fukushima found that both groups used more supportive 
moves in the low-imposition situation than in the high-imposition situation, and most 
supportive moves were reasons for making requests. Among strategy types of the head 
act, conventional strategy was used most in the British group and in the Japanese group, 
but half of the Japanese group used direct strategy in the low-imposition situation, while 
British subjects did not use it at all. Forms of head acts included imperative and 
declarative in the Japanese low-imposition data. These findings demonstrate that it is 
acceptable to use direct and informal strategies in Japanese if the request is 
low-imposition and the requestee is equal in status and close to the requester. Fukushima 
interpreted this result as an influence of the emphasis on solidarity in Japanese culture. 
She also argued that British culture and Japanese culture are different in distinguishing 
between in-group and out-group members. This cultural difference might account for 
some of the differences between two groups in the data. However, as Fukushima stated, 
the definition of in-group/out-group membership in each culture was not clear; 
furthermore, her study only investigated a situation where the requestee was in equal 
status and close to the requester. More situations including a variety of requestees should 
be investigated. 
 Rinnert and Kobayashi (1999) investigated the relationship between politeness 
and indirectness by examining uses of requestive hints in Japanese and English. First, 
they used a questionnaire to examine how people perceive requestive hints as politeness. 
They found that perceptions of linguistic politeness by Japanese native speakers 




request and honorifics, which means that the perception of requestive hints was not 
necessarily polite. When the requestive hint was used in the informal language without 
honorifics, it was perceived as less polite than an informal conventional request. In 
English, perceptions of politeness were not affected by formality level as much as in 
Japanese. However, both formal and informal requestive hints were perceived as less 
polite than formal and informal conventional requests, respectively. Second, Rinnert and 
Kobayashi collected data ethnographically in a university administrative office by 
observing actual uses of request by native speakers. They found that both English and 
Japanese speakers preferred to use requestive hints in the university setting. On the 
surface, this result seems to contradict their previous findings because both Japanese and 
English native speakers perceived hints as less polite. Rinnert and Kobayashi argued that 
subjects employed requestive hints frequently because there was a supporting context. In 
the first part of their study, all requests were decontextualized, so requestive hints were 
perceived as less polite due to a lack of pragmatic clarity. However, if a requestive hint is 
used in a context, the context gives it clarity, and it is perceived as polite. This suggests 
that requestive hint is not necessarily impolite because it is unclear. This result partly 
supports Blum-Kulka’s (1987) study by showing the importance of balance between 
pragmatic clarity and noncoerciveness. 
 Gagné (2010) reexamined the notion of negative face in Japanese. She used a 
questionnaire containing four different requests and follow-up interviews to analyze how 
native speakers of Japanese and English deal with positive face, negative face, self-face, 
and other-face under various sociocultural circumstances. In the questionnaire, she asked 




was found that both language groups showed concerns about their face-work. However, 
native English speakers were found to be more careful about both self- and other-negative 
face, whereas Japanese speakers rated negative other-face the highest and negative 
self-face the lowest. This means that “the requester becomes more sensitive to both how 
the requestee will receive and respond to the request and to whether or not the requestee 
even has the option of refusing the request” (p. 133) in Japanese. On the other hand, in 
English, the notions of self and other-face are independent, so it is possible to make a 
request without caring too much about how it would affect the relationship between the 
interlocutors. In a way, the result of this study is parallel to that of Hill et al. (1986) 
because both studies found that Japanese culture is more concerned about contexts and 
addressees rather than addressers and their self-face. English speakers care more about 
self-want and self-face in making requests. 
 These studies revealed characteristics of requests performed by native Japanese 
speakers in comparison to performance by English speakers. Studies reviewed in this 
section found that Japanese people value other-face rather than self-face, so they tend to 
care about their relationships with others. This does not mean that they always use polite 
forms. They choose casual and informal forms in certain situations because they want to 
show solidarity with someone socially close to them. This choice is also a result of caring 
about social relationships. However, in order to confirm this idea, situations where power 








2.4 Requests by Learners of Japanese 
 As reviewed in 2.2, researchers have been trying to find interlanguage pragmatic 
transfer that may produce inappropriate speech acts. In this section, interlanguage 
pragmatic studies that aimed to investigate requests performed by learners of Japanese 
will be reviewed.  
 Tohyama (2005) examined differences between Chinese learners of Japanese and 
native Japanese speakers in terms of the quantity and quality of request supportive moves, 
such as apology and minimization of imposition. Five novice, five intermediate, and four 
advanced level learners, and eight native Japanese speakers participated in a role play 
task of making requests according to given situations. Tohyama prepared nine situations 
where power, distance, and imposition level varied. She found that learners with higher 
proficiency levels use a greater variety of supportive moves. Some strategies, such as 
minimizing imposition and not presuming that the requestee accepts the request, were 
only used by advanced learners, even though the forms are simple. Comparison across 
language groups showed that learners used more supportive moves in situations where 
power relationship existed (P+) and used less in situations where there was no power 
relationship (P-). On the other hand, in the native speaker data, there was a significant 
difference in the frequency of strategy use between situations where distance varied. In P- 
situations, native speakers used more supportive moves than learners. Tohyama argued 
that these differences between learners and native speakers were due to the difference of 
politeness norms across cultures. However, since she did not examine requests in Chinese, 





 To show evidence of L1 transfer, Matsuda et al. (2008) compared requests in 
Japanese produced by Korean learners of Japanese and by native Japanese speakers, and 
requests in Korean by Korean native speakers. The researchers were interested in 
situations where the requester and the requestee do the act together, such as asking to 
listen together to music that the requestee was listening to alone. Six request situations 
were given in the discourse completion test, and the requestee was limited to close 
friends in all situations. Participants in the study consisted of 96 native Korean speakers, 
52 native Japanese speakers, and 179 Korean learners of Japanese. In the Korean 
language, in general, an invitational form that means ‘let’s’ in English is regularly used 
even though it is not literally a request. Japanese speakers did not use this form and 
preferred to use the te-form instead. However, as expected, Korean speakers frequently 
used the invitatory form in most situations. In the situation where the requester asks a 
friend to show him/her a textbook, more than 80% of Korean speakers used the invitatory 
form. The fact that Korean learners of Japanese also used the invitatory form frequently 
was strong evidence of L1 pragmatic transfer. 
 Wada et al. (2008) conducted a contrastive study of politeness strategies used in 
the speech act of request by 18 Chinese and 6 Korean learners of Japanese. The 
researchers constructed situations by systematically varying social relationships between 
interlocutors and the level of imposition. Data collected from learners were analyzed 
using semantic categories such as preface, apology, and explanation of situations/reasons, 
and were compared according to the order in which these categories appeared and the 
way each was presented. Wada et al. found that the Korean learners made requests in 




requests in different ways depending on which language they used. For example, in the 
situation where subjects asked someone who was of equal status and close in distance to 
lend them a book, Korean learners made requests without any apology or explanation in 
both Korean and Japanese. By contrast, when the requestee was higher in status or not 
close to the subjects, the Korean learners apologized and added an explanation in both 
languages. Thus, Korean learners tended to transfer their L1 request to the target 
language. However, Chinese learners used more polite expressions and apologies in 
Japanese than in Chinese. The researchers also found that the Korean learners were more 
sensitive to power relationship than to social distance. Korean learners explained their 
situations or reasons before making requests and also used expressions of apology and 
gratitude after the request. In contrast, Chinese learners were not influenced by power 
relationship. This result is parallel to that in Tohyama (2005). Chinese participants were 
rather sensitive to the level of imposition because they used longer explanations in 
high-imposition situations. However, as Wada et al. (2008) pointed out, this study did not 
compare learner data with Japanese native speaker data. In order to reveal learners' 
pragmatic problems, it is important for researchers to make comparisons with native 
speaker data. 
 The results of Wada et al. (2008) correspond to Tohyama's (2005) findings that 
Chinese speakers are not affected by power relationship. In the case of Korean speakers, 
in relation to the findings of Matsuda et al. (2008) that Korean people use the invitatory 
form to make a small request to close friends, it may be that Korean people tend to 
perform requests more casually than Chinese or Japanese people. These three studies 




present study in that it attempted to analyze which of the three factors (power, distance, 
or imposition) is the most influential in selecting request strategies.  
 A more recent study by Lo (2011) used a questionnaire to investigate requests of 
58 Chinese learners of Japanese and then compared these findings with the native 
Japanese speaker data collected by Ide (1986). Ide’s contrastive project includes a study 
about politeness of Japanese requests, and she presented various request forms written by 
native Japanese speakers. Lo’s questionnaire was designed in the same manner as Ide’s 
questionnaire, and he asked learners what they would say in two request situations in 
Japanese and Chinese. The content of the request in both situations was borrowing a pen, 
but the two situations were different in terms of formality level. Subjects were asked to 
imagine a situation where they would make the request in the most formal manner and a 
situation where they would make the request in the most casual manner. The results 
showed similarities between the learner and native speaker data in the casual situation. In 
the formal situation, the most frequent expression used by learners, pen o kashite 
itadakemasenka ‘could you lend me a pen?’ was also used frequently by native speakers. 
However, the most frequent expression used by native speakers, pen o okarishitemo 
yoroshīdeshōka ‘could I borrow your pen?’ was used by only one learner. Learners’ 
requests in Japanese resembled their requests in their native language, which might have 
been caused by L1 transfer. Lo argued that L1 transfer was due to differences between 
Chinese and Japanese culture in terms of people’s awareness in society. Japanese people 
care about people around them rather than self, so they prefer to use an expression that 
asks if their request is reasonable. Lo claimed that teaching Japanese in China should 




 Tanaka (1995) and Koike (2000) investigated requests performed by learners of 
Japanese, but they each aimed at more specific points of request performance. Tanaka 
(1995) examined the use of kara ‘because’ that precedes a request clause. There are 
several ways to express ‘because’ in Japanese, and the use of this particular form is 
socially constrained in that it is inappropriate to use with a socially superior requestee. 
Tanaka used a questionnaire to ask what subjects would say in various request situations. 
Subjects included 150 native Japanese speakers, who ranged in age from their 20s to their 
60s, and 150 learners of Japanese. She found that kara was never used by native speakers 
in situations where the requestee was superior to the requester, regardless of the content 
of request, while learners frequently used it in most situations. Even in situations 
involving an equal status requestee, native speakers did not use kara, especially in 
situations where the imposition was high. Learners used kara before the expression 
itadakemasenka ‘could you,’ which is a polite expression. This implies that learners 
might have used kara because they thought it was a polite form. Taknaka concluded that 
there is an instructional problem where the social constraint of kara was not being taught 
in class. She also claimed that learners were taught that kara could precede expressions 
such as request, permission, and invitation. This teaching practice might have caused the 
problem found in this study. This finding suggests that the social constraint of kara 
should be taught from a politeness perspective in addition to a grammatical perspective.  
 Finally, Koike (2000) examined native Japanese speakers’ perception of learners’ 
request performance. First, three learners of Japanese, from Indonesia, Korea, and Spain, 
and two native Japanese speakers participated in a role-play task of making a request in a 




at the airport. The recorded video of the learner group was then shown to six native 
speakers of Japanese, who were asked to comment on anything they noticed about the 
video. Next, learners’ requests that received negative comments from the native speakers 
were compared to native speaker data. Negative comments by native speakers included 
problems such as insufficient use of pre-head acts and inadequate negotiation process. 
Through this comparison, it was found that learners lacked expressions of concern for the 
hearer and expressions to redress imposition. This study suggests that learners should 
acquire more strategies to express their concern and to minimize imposition of requests. 
They must also learn how to negotiate according to the hearer’s reaction.  
 The studies reviewed in this section demonstrate learners’ lack of pragmatic 
knowledge. Transfer from learners’ native languages was found in various aspects, such 
as the forms of requests and the realization of request situations due to cultural 
differences. These studies also raised instructional problems; namely, learners do not 
seem to receive adequate instruction about how to make a request properly.  
 
 
2.5 Concerns about Data Collection Methodology 
 As data collection methods for studying speech acts, the discourse completion 
test (DCT) and natural observation have been widely used. The DCT enables researchers 
to collect a large amount of data at once and control and systematically vary the contexts 
for the speech act. On the other hand, collecting naturally occurring discourse has the 
advantage of being natural, so it is used when researchers want to investigate what people 
actually say. However, both data collection methods have limitations. Beebe and 




performance. They collected data from 22 American women; half were asked to fill out a 
written DCT, and half were called on the telephone and were asked the same questions. 
After transcribing the telephone conversations, Beebe and Cummings counted the 
number of words in each conversation and classified each utterance in terms of semantic 
formulae. The total number of words in the telephone data was significantly higher than 
that in the DCT data. Beebe and Cummings stated that the DCT is effective as a means of 
creating a basic classification of semantic formulas and strategies. The DCT also gives 
researchers an opportunity to observe stereotypical requirements for socially appropriate 
responses. However, the DCT does not take the following things into account: turn taking, 
hedging, and negotiation processes. On the other hand, natural data enables researchers to 
observe the dynamics of interaction and actual wording. Compared to written data, 
natural data includes a wider range of formulas and strategies. According to Beebe and 
Cummings, one major weakness of natural data is that it does not give researchers 
situational control. Contexts of speech samples from natural data are sometimes unknown 
to researchers, even though the situation is a crucial factors in speech act performance. 
 Golato (2003) compared five data collection methods: the DCT, role plays, field 
observation, natural data, and recall protocols. She argued that the DCT does not reflect 
natural utterances because situations on a DCT are imaginary. Subjects can only imagine 
and write what they would say in imaginary settings, rather than what they actually say in 
a real situation. She also stated that “they do not capture whether and how multi-turn 
sequences develop in order to fulfill a certain speech function” (p. 93). The study also 
points out some problems with natural data. First, natural data needs to be transcribed, 




and Cummings pointed out, variables such as relationships between interlocutors and 
contexts cannot be controlled, and it is difficult to acquire such information from real 
situations. 
 As stated above, each data collection method has its own problems. It is true that 
the DCT cannot capture turn-taking, and this can be a serious problem since natural 
conversation often involves multi-turn interaction. There are also other problems with the 
DCT. First of all, the DCT requires participants to write what they would say, but the act 
of writing one's oral speech is unnatural. Second, contexts given by researchers on the 
DCT may not always be adequate for participants to decide what they would say. The 
DCT can give information about the interlocutors, such as gender, age, and profession, 
but other characteristics that are not usually given in the DCT, such as the attitude and the 
appearance of the interlocutor, can be factors in deciding how to react to that person. In 
this regard, the DCT has to rely on participants’ assumptions and imaginations. On the 
other hand, in natural discourse, interlocutors are under constant pressure to carry on a 
conversation, and this can affect their performance, especially for learners. In other words, 
natural data may not be a faithful reflection of the learners’ pragmatic competence. 
 Fukuya (2008) discussed the benefits of studying speech acts in emails. He 
examined effects of pragmatic instruction using emails and phone tasks. He summarizes 








[T]he phone and e-mail tasks are distinct from typical written DCTs in 
the manner by which participants react to the prompts. Whereas the 
written DCTs are pen-and-paper format, the phone task is oral and the 
e-mail task involves typing on the computer. More importantly, unlike 
written DCTs which limit space, the phone and e-mail tasks enable 
learners to employ more than one utterance to express their suggestions 
if necessary, an indispensable facet of data collection to capture the 
dynamics and complexity of linguistic interactions. (pp. 481–482) 
As Fukuya says, email is not as interactive as conversation or online chat, and there is no 
length restriction. If one wants to make a request by email, he/she typically includes all 
necessary components in one email message. Emails, therefore, reveal how explanatory 
sequences, apologies, and politeness strategies occur in performing a request. 
 
 
2.6 The Speech Act of Request in Emails 
 Pragmatic studies examining requests in emails became popular in the past few 
years. Lee (2004) and Zhu (2012) examined Chinese learners of English in their use of 
requests in their native language and in their target language. Lee (2004) restricted the 
email receivers to English teachers and collected 600 emails using a naturalistic inquiry 
approach. There were two types of teachers: Chinese-speaking English teachers (CSET) 
and native English-speaking teachers (NEST). Lee compared emails addressed to these 
two groups of teachers in terms of sentence structure and request strategies. By analyzing 
request structure, strategies, and the use of requestive hints in the corpus of request 
emails, Lee found that Chinese learners of English tended to use direct request strategies 
and hints in emails to their teachers (both CSETs and NESTs). However, they used more 
performatives to CSETs than to NESTs. She also found that the students implicitly 




Unfortunately, her study was not contrastive, so it did not compare learner and native 
speaker data. 
 Zhu (2012) compared two groups of university students—English majors and 
non-English majors. Sixty-seven non-English major students and 64 English major 
students participated in this study, which employed a written DCT. Subjects were asked 
to write full emails according to given situations. Zhu constructed nine situations that 
varied in terms of the level of imposition. He assessed the subjects’ perception of the 
degree of imposition in each situation in a separate questionnaire. He also included the 
perception of social parameters (distance and power) in the questionnaire even though the 
email recipient was a teacher in all situations. Zhu found that non-English majors used 
more direct requestive strategies than did English majors, presumably because they had 
lower pragmalinguistic competence than English major subjects. He also found that 
non-English majors used fewer and more limited syntactic and lexical means to enhance 
politeness. In his analysis of the situational variables (power, distance, and degree of 
imposition), none of the variables had a statistically significant impact on the choice of 
strategies. This result may appear to contradict previous studies such as Wada et al. 
(2008), but there is a good explanation for this result. Because Zhu did not vary the 
recipient, it is natural that power and distance did not affect the result. It is necessary to 
construct a variety of situations by systematically varying power, distance, and the degree 
of imposition. 
 Harting (2008) investigated requests in emails in a contrastive study of Japanese 
and German. He constructed 10 different request situations of varying power, distance, 




college students. He used a teacher and a student to create a power differential. In 
addition, he took the notion of seniority into consideration because he thought that the 
seniority system might affect speech acts in Japanese society. In this study, seniority+ 
means that the recipient was a senior student in college. In analyzing the data, Harting 
used the politeness strategies of Blum-Kulka et al. (1989) to categorize various strategies. 
The distribution of these strategies showed that Japanese and German speakers preferred 
to use query preparatory the most, but the frequency of other strategies was significantly 
different between the two language groups. The German subjects used directives the 
second most, but the Japanese preferred want statements. Japanese subjects also preferred 
locution derivable in close relationship and high imposition situations. The Germans did 
not use locution derivable as much as the Japanese, but they used it in the same kinds of 
situations. Want statements were used by both language groups in situations where power 
relationship and distance existed. This study found that both German and Japanese 
subjects were usually aware of power, distance, and imposition differences in situations, 
but Harting did not investigate which factor was the most important in deciding on a 
request strategy. It is necessary to find out how much these three variables account for the 
pattern of strategy selection by each subject group, and to compare the effects of the 
variables between the two groups.   
 Despite the studies reviewed above, studies that examine emails are still scarce. 
However, considering the increased use of emails in academic, business, and personal 
settings, it seems important to examine the usage of the speech act in emails. The present 
study examined the nature of the speech act of request in emails in Japanese by 




The learners’ data in the Japanese language was also compared to their English data to 
find out if there was any pragmatic transfer from the native language. The study also 
discusses the relationship between various strategies and the three situational variables 









 A total of forty subjects were recruited for the present study. Subjects were 
divided into three groups: native Japanese speakers (JN), native English speakers (EN), 
and American learners of Japanese (JL). JN consisted of twenty Japanese people, most of 
whom were undergraduate students when the data was collected; the others were graduate 
students aged twenty-two to twenty five. Nine JN were attending a university in the 
United States. Due to their experiences in the U.S., they might have been influenced by 
American culture to some extent. In order to minimize this influence, the other JN 
subjects without study abroad experience were found in Japan and were recruited through 
the researcher’s personal connections. The second group, EN, and the third, JL, consisted 
of exactly the same participants; thus, twenty Americans studying Japanese took two 
questionnaires, one in English and one in Japanese. EN and JL were the same group in 
order to avoid divergences due to individual differences. Since situations in the 
questionnaire were restricted to university settings, learners were also undergraduate 
students at a U.S. university. Writing emails requires not only basic grammatical 
knowledge but also typing skills and experience. If email messages include many spelling 
mistakes or incomprehensible sentences because of insufficient typing skills and 









 The participants were asked to answer an online questionnaire in which they 
were to make requests in ten situations. The situations were designed by the researcher as 
explained in the next section. The subjects were asked to write exactly what they would 
write in those imaginary settings. In addition, they were told to imagine an actual person 
they knew when they were writing the emails. Although this data collection method 
resembles the DCT, it eliminates most of the disadvantages that the DCT has been said to 
have. As mentioned above, requests in emails are written speech acts, so unnaturalness 
arising from writing down an oral speech act is not a problem. This method also enables 
subjects to type on the computer as they actually do in their daily life. The questionnaire 
used for this data collection provides enough space for participants to perform the target 
speech act and enough time to complete messages. 
 The procedure of data collection varied between Japanese speakers and English 
speakers. Japanese native speakers (JN) received the URL of the online questionnaire by 
email and were asked to complete the questionnaire anonymously. English-speaking 
learners of Japanese, on the other hand, had to take two roles: native speaker of English 
(EN) and learner of Japanese (JL). In order to avoid practice effects, there needed to be a 
time interval between the first role and the second role, and so the following steps were 
taken. JL subjects were randomly divided into two groups; one group took the 




Japanese first. A month later, the first group was asked to answer the same questionnaire 
in Japanese, and the second group in English. Although subjects responded in two 
different languages, the questionnaire was always given in English so that the subjects 
would understand the situations clearly. 
 
 
3.3 Materials  
Ten situations (S1–S10) were prepared for this study using Brown and 
Levinson’s three variables: relative power, social distance, and the level of impositions. 
First, two types of email recipients were set up according to relative power: a teacher as 
the power relationship + (P+) and a student of the same age as an email recipient as the 
power relationship – (P-). In addition, the seniority factor was taken into account and a 
senior student was added as P+. In Japan, seniority is emphasized even in school, and 
thus juniors are expected to respect seniors and use polite speech with them. Second, for 
social distance, a person who the sender has never met or talked to was set up as social 
distance + (D+), and a person who is known well by the sender as social distance – (D-). 
 Finally, the level of imposition can be high or low. Therefore, two types of 
requests that have different levels of imposition were made up for five different email 









Table 1  
Setting of Email Recipients 
  Power Relationship Distance 
1 Teacher who is never talked to + + 
2 Teacher who is familiar + - 
3 Senior student in the same club + - 
4 
Same-aged classmate who was never 
talked to 
- + 
5 Same-aged close friend - - 
 
Table 2  
Ten Situations 
No. Recipient Content of Request 
1. A Request an appointment to talk about a class for next semester 
2. A Ask the date and time of the seminar which A is conducting 
3. B Ask to write a recommendation letter for study abroad 
4. B Ask the schedule of final exam for the class you are taking 
5. C Ask for a ride to an airport which is two hours from where you live 
6. C Ask the email address of another member in the club 
7. D Ask to study together for an upcoming exam 
8. D Ask the due date of next homework for the class 
9. E Ask for a ride to an airport two hours away 
10. E Ask the email address of another friend 
  
 After writing emails in the ten situations, the participants were asked to answer 
questions about those situations. In order to verify that the participants interpreted the ten 




question asked how great the distance was between the participant and the particular 
person he/she imagined as the recipient. The participants were supposed to imagine five 
email receivers (A–E) to write each message to, so they answered the distance between 
these people and themselves. A scale of 1 to 5 was used (1 represents the closest and 5 the 
most distant). If a participant chose 5 (the most distant) for recipient A (a teacher he/she 
never talked to), it meant that the researcher’s intent was correctly interpreted. Similarly, 
the second question asked how imposing they thought each request was. The participants 
were asked to choose a level of imposition on another scale of 1 to 5 for each request. 
 In addition to the two questions above, only JLs were asked about their learning 
experiences and background information. This section asked how long they have been 
studying Japanese, how frequently they write emails in Japanese, on what occasions they 




3.4 Data Analysis 
 Collected data were analyzed from the following four points of view: (1) the 
explanatory sequence, (2) request strategy, (3) politeness strategy, and (4) sentence-final 
form. The explanatory sequence includes phrases that explain the senders' situation and 
reasons why they are making requests. The numbers of morae and sentences in the 
explanatory sequence were counted and compared among JN, JL, and EN. The request 
sentence indicates the head-act, i.e., the actual request sentence. Request strategies were 
categorized in terms of directness. For this categorization, the CCSARP coding manual 




(1989), request strategies were classified into nine types according to directness, as 
already mentioned in Chapter 2. In this study, nine types of request strategies were 
modified as follows.  
(1) Direct Question 
Asking what they need to know directly using an interrogative sentence rather 
than making a request. This is a newly added category for this study. 
Example: When is the next homework assignment due for Japanese class? 
 
(2) Mood Derivable 
Command form is used to make a request. 
Example: Please tell me. 
 
(3) Performative 
An illocutionary verb that denotes a request is used. This combines 
Blum-Kalka’s explicit performative and hedged performative. 
Example: I would like to ask you to pick me up. 
 
(4) Want Statement 
Uses want to express a desire. 




A suggestion is used to convey a request. 
Example: How about studying together for the test? 
 
(6) Conventional 
Conventionalized formulaic expressions are used to ask about preparatory 
conditions, ability, willingness, and possibility. 
Example: Can you give me a ride? 
 
(7) Hint 
This strategy does not explicitly make a request but alludes to the intention using 
various sentence structures and lets the interlocutor infer the intention. Strong 
hint and mild hint in Blum-Kulka were combined. 







More than one request sentences are used in a message. Any request phrases can 
be combined and used together. 
Example: Can you help me out? I really appreciate if you could do this for me. 
 
 
The first category, direct question, is not a request sentence, in fact. However, subjects 
used direct questions instead of request sentences in some cases. Moreover, the 
suggestory strategy also does not take a request form but was used in situations of 
making requests. These eight strategies are ordered based on directness, with direct 
question as the most direct strategy and hint as the least direct. The last category, 
combination, should be dealt with differently because any strategy can be used. However, 
stating more than one request can be considered less direct. Therefore, this is placed at 
the end.  
 Politeness strategy refers to any of the strategies that Brown and Levinson 
(1987) introduced except being conventionally indirect. Being conventionally indirect 
will be examined in the request strategy section. According to Brown and Levinson, “any 
rational agent will seek to avoid these face-threatening acts, or will employ certain 
strategies to minimize the threat,” and Brown and Levinson classified various strategies 
by their purpose and function. Based on their classification, politeness strategies used in 
the data were investigated. There are positive politeness strategies, such as “Notice, 
attend to the hearer’s interest, wants” and negative politeness strategies, such as 
“Minimize the imposition” and “Apology.” For example, if a request sequence includes 
an expression such as “I am sorry to bother you, but…” it was counted as an apology, a 




 Finally, sentence-final form was investigated. In the Japanese language, 
sentence-final form largely affects the formality level of speech. All emails written in 
Japanese were categorized into formal or casual, and the distribution of each form was 
compared between JN and JL. The participants of this study were expected to have 
learned formal and casual forms in a Japanese language class before the study was 
conducted. 
 These four analyses involved the examination of which of the three situational 
variables (power relationship, social distance, and the level of imposition) best accounts 





CHAPTER 4.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
 
 As laid out in this chapter, the collected data were analyzed from the following 
four points of view: explanatory sequence, request strategy, politeness strategy, and 
sentence-final form. In each analysis, the JL data was compared to the JN data and the 
EN data, and differences were found. 
 
 
4.1 Analysis of Explanatory Sequences 
 Explanatory sequences consist of a sentence or sentences that explain the 
sender’s reasons and circumstances for making a request. These sequences may appear 
before or after the request sentences. One problem with explanatory sequences is that 
they are not easily distinguished from the request sentence. In explanatory sequences, it is 
rather common for senders to state their wants in explaining their situation. The want 
statement is also widely used as a request sentence. Therefore, the want statement can be 
used either in an explanatory sequence or as a request sentence, or it may function as both 
at the same time. In the present analysis, a want statement is regarded as a part of an 
explanatory sequence if it includes any phrase that indicates a reason why the sender 





For example, Excerpt 1 includes the phrase “I wanted to…” but is also part of the 
explanation for emailing the professor. In this case, this statement is regarded as an 
explanatory sequence. 
1. S1/JN Sensei ga jigakki ni ukemotte kudasaru XX toiu jugyō ni tsuite, 
okikishitai koto ga arimashite, mēru shimashita. 
 (I emailed you because I had something that I wanted to ask you 
about the class that you will be in charge of next semester.) 
 
On the other hand, the want statement in Excerpt 2 plays the role of a request 
independent of the explanatory sequence. 
2. S1/JN Tsugō ga au jikantai ga arimashitara apointomento o setteishite 
itadakitai to omotteimasu. 
 (I am thinking that I would like you to set an appointment for me if you 
have an available time slot that matches (to my schedule).) 
 




4.1.1 Frequency of explanatory sequences 
 First, the frequency of explanatory sequences in emails was calculated, as shown 
in Table 3. All odd-numbered situations are high-imposition (I+) and even-numbered 
situations are low-imposition (I-). S1 and S2 form a pair because the recipient is the same 
and the imposition of request is the only difference. Similarly, other pairs consist of S3 
and S4, S5 and S6, S7 and S8, and S9 and S10. Given the total number for each situation, 
it is evident that, in each pair, the high-imposition situation has a larger number than the 
low-imposition situation. This means that imposition is an important factor that accounts 





Number of Messages that Include an Explanatory Sequence 
  S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 
Total  
P+ P+ P+ P+ P+ P+ P- P- P- P- 
 
D+ D+ D- D- D- D- D+ D+ D- D- 
 
I+ I- I+ I- I+ I- I+ I- I+ I- 
JN (20) 20 19 20 15 20 17 19 16 18 15 179 
JL (20) 20 16 20 6 17 13 20 5 13 5 135 
EN (20) 20 17 20 8 20 16 20 9 16 6 152 
Total 60 52 60 29 57 46 59 30 47 26 466 




JL vs. JN 5.83 0.0157* 
  
JL vs. EN 0.78 0.3758 
  
** p<0.01, * p<0.05 
 
 Next, the three subject groups were compared. The JN group used the most 
explanatory sequences. Messages by the JN group frequently contained an explanatory 
sequence regardless of the situation. The JL group used the fewest explanatory sequences, 
and the difference between the JN group and the JL group in the total number is notable. 
Especially in S4, S8, and S10, which are all low-imposition situations, the JL subjects 
used far fewer explanatory sequences than did the JN subjects. The JL group also differs 
from the EN group in total number of explanatory sequences. However, the pattern of 
situational change by the JL subjects and EN subjects are similar. For example, more than 
half of the JL and the EN subjects used explanatory sequences in S2 and S6 




there were less than half of the subjects in each group. A Chi-Square test confirmed that 
the difference between the JN group and the JL group is significant, but the difference 
between the JL and EN is not.  
 Tables 4 and 5 show the influence of the three variables on each subject group. 
Table 4 
Contrast Result of Three Variables on JN in Number of Messages  
with an Explanatory Sequence 
  Mean Estimate Chi-Square Pr>Chi-Square 
Power 1.09 0.29 0.59 
Distance 1.06 0.15 0.70 
Imposition 1.19 1.30 0.25 
** p<0.01, * p<0.05 
 
Table 5 
Contrast Result of Three Variables on JL in Number of Messages  
with an Explanatory Sequence 
  Mean Estimate Chi-Square Pr>Chi-Square 
Power 1.61 5.28 0.02* 
Distance 1.21 0.89 0.35 
Imposition 2.27 18.90 0.0001** 
** p<0.01, * p<0.05 
The JN group was not affected by any situational variables, while the JL group was 
significantly affected by power and imposition. In Japanese culture, it may common for 
speakers to explain a situation or a reason when making a request, even in low-imposition 
situations such as S2 and S4. It may be rude if one only states a request sentence or 




sense as native Japanese speakers. Learners can omit explanations in informal situations 
such as P- and I- in this study. This practice can be attributed to L1 transfer.  
 
 
4.1.2 Length of explanatory sequence 
 The length of explanatory sequences will be examined in terms of the number of 
morae and the number of sentences in an explanatory sequence. For English words 
produced by the EN group, the unit of syllable is used instead. Therefore, JL and EN 
cannot be compared. 
 
 
4.1.2.1 Number of morae 
 Table 6 shows the average numbers of morae included in explanatory sequences 
in each situation by JN and JL groups. The average numbers of morae in explanatory 
sequences were significantly different between the two data sets. Characteristics of the JN 
and JL groups are very similar to the findings about the frequency of explanatory 
sequences. Both groups wrote longer explanatory sequences in high-imposition situations 
than in corresponding low-imposition situations. The JL subjects tended to write shorter 











Average Number of Morae in Explanatory Sequence 
  S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 
Ave.  
P+ P+ P+ P+ P+ P+ P- P- P- P- 
 
D+ D+ D- D- D- D- D+ D+ D- D- 
 
I+ I- I+ I- I+ I- I+ I- I+ I- 
JN (20) 87.2  52.3  94.3  42.0  70.1  34.5  72.5  33.5  53.1  28.3  56.8  
JL (20) 42.1  22.8  30.4  5.4  35.5  11.9  30.1  4.7  16.0  5.1  20.4  
Total 129.2  75.1  124.7  47.4  105.5  46.4  102.6  38.2  69.1  33.4    




JL vs. JN 120.49 0.0001** 
  
** p<0.01, * p<0.05 
 Next, the influence of the three situational variables (power, distance, and 
imposition) will be examined in detail. Table 7 shows the influence on the JN group, and 
Table 8 shows the influence on the JL group. 
 
Table 7 
Contrast Result of Three Variables on JN in Number of Morae 
  Mean Estimate Chi-Square Pr>Chi-Square 
Power 1.49 10.02 0.0015** 
Power Non-S 1.66 13.9 0.0002** 
Distance 1.24 3.26 0.071 
Imposition 2.21 38.88 0.0001** 







Contrast Result of Three Variables on JL in Number of Morae 
  Mean Estimate Chi-Square Pr>Chi-Square 
Power 2.9 26.17 0.0001** 
Power Non-S 2.74 20.86 0.0001** 
Distance 1.42 3.74 0.0532 
Imposition 5.06 60.18 0.0001** 
** p<0.01, * p<0.05 
Non-S refers to all P+ situations minus the two situations (S5 and S6) in which the 
recipient is a senior student. In this case, even with a senior student as a P+ recipient, 
power significantly affected both JN and JL. Mean estimates indicate the difference in the 
number of morae between the + situations and the – situations. For example, the mean 
estimate of power for the JN group is 1.49, which means that, in the JN group, the 
average number of morae in the P+ situations is 1.49 times greater than the P- situations. 
It should be noted that in the JN group, the mean estimate for Power is smaller than that 
for Power Non-S, but that in the JL group, it is the opposite. This relationship indicates 
that the difference in the number of morae between P+ and P- is greater in Power Non-S 
than in Power. The resulting implication is that the JN subjects’ explanatory sequences 
for a senior student were not as long as those for a professor. On the other hand, when the 
JL subjects wrote to a senior student, their explanatory sequences were as long, or even 
longer, than those they used with a professor. 
 Imposition also affected the data significantly. When power and imposition are 
compared, the mean estimate for imposition is larger than that for power in both JN and 




estimate of imposition in JL is much larger than that in JN, indicating that JL was 
influenced to a greater extent by imposition than JN. Even for power and distance, the 
mean estimates are larger in the JL data than in the JN data, which implies that learners 
were influenced by power and distance to a greater degree than the JN group.  
 The influence of imposition and power is natural. When the level of imposition 
is high, the situation may be complicated, and it is more likely that the request will be 
rejected if the requestee does not explain the situation well. When someone makes a 
request to someone of higher status, he/she may explain the situation more politely.  
 As shown in the previous section, Table 4 and 5 indicate that the JN group’s 
decision to include an explanatory sequence was not affected by any situational variables. 
In contrast, the JL group was affected by power and imposition. In the number of morae 
data, the influence of power and imposition was detected in both groups (cf. Table 7 and 
Table 8).  
 
 
4.1.2.2 Number of sentences 
 In order to see how an explanatory sequence in each email is structured, the 
number of sentences in explanatory sequences was counted and the sequences were 
categorized, as explained below.  
 1. None  no explanatory sequence 
 
 2. Mixed  explanatory sequence consists of one sentence and a request sentence 
is also in this sentence. 
 
Example: I am going to be studying abroad in Japan next year and 






 3. One  explanatory sequence consists of one sentence and a request sentence 
exists independently. 
 
Example: I really need Cass's e-mail address to see if she would like 
to carpool for the upcoming event. Could you please send it to me? 
(S6/EN) 
 
 4. Two one explanatory sentence and one mixed sentence of explanatory 
sequence and request sentence / two explanatory sentences 
 
Example: This weekend, I am taking a flight to Florida. 
Unfortunately, the airport is 2 hours away and I do not have any way 
to get there. (S5/EN) 
 
 5. Three two explanatory sentences and one mixed sentence of explanatory 
sequence and request sentence / three explanatory sentences 
 
 
Example: I've been struggling with the material in the class for the 
past few weeks. I'm afraid I'm not going to do too well on the next 
exam if I don't start being proactive now. You seem to have a good 
grasp on the material, so I was wondering if we could meet and 
study together sometime this weekend. (S7/EN) 
 
 6. Four three explanatory sentences and one mixed sentence of explanatory 






Number of Sentences in Explanatory Sequences 
    None Mixed One Two Three Four Ave. 
S1 
JN 0 5 0 11 3 1 1.88  
JL 0 6 6 7 1 0 1.30  
EN 0 2 12 5 1 0 1.30  
S2 
JN 1 7 7 5 0 0 1.03  
JL 4 7 8 1 0 0 0.68  
EN 3 3 11 3 0 0 0.93  
S3 
JN 0 2 1 6 9 2 2.45  
JL 1 5 7 7 0 0 1.18  
EN 0 4 8 6 2 0 1.40  
S4 
JN 5 6 3 6 0 0 0.90  
JL 14 1 5 0 0 0 0.28  
EN 12 1 7 0 0 0 0.38  
S5 
JN 1 3 2 8 3 3 2.03  
JL 3 5 2 9 0 1 1.33  
EN 0 2 9 7 2 0 1.50  
S6 
JN 3 6 7 4 0 0 0.90  
JL 7 1 12 0 0 0 0.63  
EN 4 3 13 0 0 0 0.73  
S7 
JN 1 0 1 9 5 4 2.50  
JL 0 5 7 8 0 0 1.28  
EN 0 3 11 4 2 0 1.33  
S8 
JN 4 1 7 6 2 0 1.28  
JL 15 2 2 1 0 0 0.25  
EN 11 2 7 0 0 0 0.40  
S9 
JN 2 1 5 5 4 3 1.98  
JL 7 4 6 2 1 0 0.75  
EN 4 2 9 4 0 1 1.10  
S10 
JN 5 2 7 3 2 1 1.20  
JL 15 2 3 0 0 0 0.20  
EN 14 0 5 0 1 0 0.40  
  
The rightmost column in Table 9 is the average number of sentences in explanatory 
sequences in each situation by each group. In this calculation, the “mixed” category was 




considered as 1. Figure 1 shows how each group changed the number of sentences in 
explanatory sequences in different situations.  
 
Figure 1 
Average Number of Sentences Used in Explanatory Sequences 
From Figure 1, it is clear that all groups share the same tendency of generating more 
sentences in odd number situations (low-imposition) and fewer sentences in even number 
situations (high-imposition). Overall, however, JN subjects produced more sentences than 
the other two groups. In some situations, such as S3, S7, S8 and S10, it is obvious that 
more sentences appeared in the JN data than in the JL and EN data. In S7, for instance, 
most of the subjects explained situations and reasons using more than one sentence, while 
more than half of the subjects in the JL and EN groups wrote only one-sentence 
explanations about the background. Moreover, the JL and EN groups rarely used more 
than two sentences regardless of the situations.  
 Table 9 shows that the average number of sentences that the JN group used in S1 















sentences in S9. These numbers indicate that the JN group did not vary the number of 
sentences according to power relationship. When the numbers of sentences in 
low-imposition situations are compared, P- situations (S8 and S10) included more 
sentences than P+ situations (S2, S4, and S6). This may lend further support to the 
analysis of the number of morae in 4.1.2.1, given that the influence of power on the 
number of morae can be attributed to the use of the polite form in P+ situations. The 
implication is that the JN subjects did not necessarily write shorter or simpler explanatory 
sequences in P- situations than P+ situations. They used the casual form in P- situations, 
which explains why the number of morae was smaller. In terms of the number of 
sentences, they wrote as many sentences as in P+ situations. 
 Table 10 shows the result of a Chi-Square comparison between JN and JL, and 
between JL and EN. The difference between JN and JL is statistically significant, but the 
difference between JL and EN is not. 
Table 10 





JL vs. JN 55.40 0.0001** 
  
JL vs. EN 2.96 0.0851 
  
** p<0.01, * p<0.05 
This result may indicate L1 transfer because explaining situations in detail is apparently 
not a requirement for the EN subjects, especially in low-imposition situations. They may 





4.1.3 Contents of explanatory sequences 
 Finally, the contents of explanatory sequences will be discussed. As already 
noted, explanatory sequences by the JN group are longer than those in the JL data, so 
they include more details. 
 S1 is the situation where the sender asks a professor for an appointment and asks 
some questions about the class for the next semester. Subjects were given four main 
points to explain: their major or interest in college, how they found out about the course, 
their interest in the topic of the course, and the fact that they have questions about it. 
Most explanatory sequences contain one or more of these points. 
 In the JN data, most subjects mentioned more than one point by using complex 
sentence structures. The JL group used simpler structures and mentioned one of the four 
points above. Excerpt 3, below, contains the sender’s major in college and interest in the 
topic of the course. Excerpt 4, below, includes how the sender found out about the course, 
his/her interest in the topic, and his/her wish to ask questions about the course. 
3. S1/JN Watashi ha XX o senmon ni shiteori, A kyōju no jugyō o itsuka 
jukōshitemitai to omotteimashita. 
 (I am majoring in XX, and I was thinking of taking your course 
sometime.) 
 
4. S1/JN Sensei ga yoku harugakki ni kokusaikeizaigaku no kōgi o kaikō 
nasaruto, shirabasu de haiken itashimashita. Genzai keizaigaku ni 
taihen kyōmi o motte orimashite, moshi yoroshikereba, sensei ni kōgi 
ni tsuite ikutsuka goshitsumon dekitara to omotte orimasu. 
 (I saw in the syllabus that you will offer the lecture of international 
economic studies next spring semester. Now, I am very interested in 







The following three excerpts are from the JL data. 
5. S1/JL Sensei no raigakki no jugyō ni tsuite gosōdanshitaikoto ga arimasu ga, 
 (I have something to consult you about the course for next semester, 
but…) 
 
6. S1/JL Boku ha raigakki no sensei no nihongojugyō ni kyōmi ga arimasu 
kara, 
 (I am interested in your Japanese course for next semester so…) 
 
7. S1/JL Mae no seminā ha totemo omoshirokatta node sensei no kurasu ni 
kyōmi o motsuyōni narimashita. Sensei no kurasu ni kanshite 
ukagaitaidesu. 
 (I am interested in your course because your previous seminar was 
very interesting. I would like to ask you (questions) about it.) 
 
Excerpts 5 and 6 only contain one of the four points stated above. In Excerpts 5 and 6, the 
sentences are not complete because the request sentence follows the explanatory 
sequence. This is an example of “Mixed.” Excerpt 7 contains a complex sentence and one 
want statement, and it mentions two points: interest in the topic and a desire to ask 
questions about the course. After this, a request sentence follows. This pattern of structure 
is similar to the majority of JN data. 
 From the analysis of the length of explanatory sequences, it was found that 
high-imposition requests commonly involved longer explanatory sequences than 
low-imposition requests. S3 is an example of a situation where the explanatory sequence 
is long and varies in terms of content, similar to S1. The request in S3 is to ask a 
professor to write a recommendation letter for study abroad. Excerpts from the JN group 







8. S3/JN Izen mo sukoshi ohanashishitaka to omoimasu ga, kono nastu yori 
amerika no hō ni ryūgakusuru yotei nanodesuga, sonotame no shinsei 
nado no tetsuzuki no kankei de daigaku karano suisenjō o teishutsu 
shinakuteha narimasen. Naiyō ha watashi no seiseki ya, ronbun nado 
o sankō ni kantan ni ryūgakusaki ni watashi no shōkai o shite 
itadakereba kamaimasen. Mata kuwashī koto ha chokusetsu oaishita 
toki ni ohanashisasete itadakuto omoimasu node, 
 (I think I talked to you a little before, but I am planning to study 
abroad in the United States from this summer, but I have to submit a 
recommendation letter from the university It will be fine that you 
simply introduce me to the university (where I will apply to) based on 
the reference of my grade and the thesis. I think I will talk about the 
details when I meet you directly, so…)  
 
9. S3/JL Ryūgakusuru tame ni, kōkan puroguramu ni hairitaindesu ga, 
suisenjyō ga irimasu kara, 
 (I would like to be in an exchange program to study abroad, but I need 
a recommendation letter, so…)  
 
Excerpts 8 and 9 are different in terms of length and content. Many JN subjects explained 
where and when their study abroad programs were. Additionally, it seems that the JN 
subjects thought that they needed to meet with the professor and talk about the particulars 
of the study abroad program. Some messages in the JN data, therefore, included a request 
for an appointment, as in Excerpt 8. By contrast, Excerpt 9, written by a learner, 
contained only minimal information for making this request. 
 From these excerpts, it is clear that the JN data tend to include a variety of 
sentence structures, while the JL data contain less variety of sentence structures. For 
example, most JL subjects simply stated the reason for making a request by using kara 
'because,' as in Excerpts 6 and 9. After kara, many subjects in the JL group added a 
request sentence. On the other hand, in most messages by the JN group, as in Excerpts 4 




Moreover, their explanatory sequences were normally independent from the request 
sentence. The JN subjects also used the te-form and node ‘because,’ which function as a 
conjunction connecting two clauses with the meaning of cause-and-effect just like kara. 
The use of kara by the JL subjects and the use of te-form and node by the JN subjects 
were characteristics that were also found in Tanaka (1995). As Tanaka discussed, kara is 
too casual for native Japanese speakers to use in emails addressed to someone of higher 
status. They prefer to use node or the te-form instead of kara. The fact that the learners 
used kara in the messages with the polite form indicates that they perhaps recognize kara 
as a polite conjunction that can be used in formal situations. 
 Next, some excerpts from S5 and S9 are compared. Excerpts 10 and 11 were 
written by the same subject. In S5, the sender asks a senior student to take him/her to the 
airport by car. The request in S9 is identical to that in S5, but the recipient is a friend in 
S9. Thus, S5 and S9 differ only in power relationship. First, excerpts from the JL group 
are presented. 
10. S5/JL Sukoshi onegai ga arimasu ga… Koko kara nijikan ga kakaru 
indeianaporisu kūkō ni ikanakuteha ikemasen kedo, kuruma ga 
arimasen. 
 (I have a little favor… I have to go to Indianapolis airport where it 
takes two hours from here, but I do not have a car.) 
 
11. S9/JL Raishu, kūkō ni ikanai to… 
 (I have to go to the airport next week…) 
 
In Excerpt 10, the writer of this message starts the explanatory sequence with a preface 
and explains the situation in order. Excerpt 9, on the other hand, is short and does not 
even tell what day the sender needs to go to the airport. As seen in this example, it is 




of information between S5 and S9. They tended to write a shorter and simpler 
explanatory sequence with smaller amount of information in S9 (P-) than in S5 (P+).  
 Next, excerpts from the JN data are presented in Excerpts 12 and 13, which were 
written by the same subject. 
12. S5/JN Mae ni hanashiteita chūgoku ni iku ken nandesu kedo, kūkō ni ichiji 
made ni tsukanakereba ikenakute, mada iku shudan ga naindesu. 
Zūzūshī towa omoundesuga, senpai ni shika tanomenakute… 
 (About the trip to China I talked to you before, I have to arrive at the 
airport by 1 and I do not have a means to get there. I think this is an 
impudent request but you are the only person I can ask…) 
 
13. S9/JN Chotto onegai ga atte mēru shimashita. Jitsuha raishū no nichiyōbi, 
gakkai de chūgoku ni ikanakya ikenakunattanda kedo, dōshitemo 
kūkō ni iku shudan ga nainda. Kūkō made kuruma de nijikan kurai 
kakatchau to omounda kedo, 
 (I am emailing you because I have a favor. Actually, I have to go to 
China for a conference next Saturday, but I do not have a means to go 
to the airport. I think it would take two hours to the airport, but…)  
 
This JN subject did not reduce information in S9 (P-) and wrote almost the same length 
as in S5 (P+). 
 Excerpts 14 to 16 are from another JN who did not vary the length of 
explanatory sequences according to different email recipients. S2, S4, and S8 are all 
low-imposition situations, so the explanatory sequences are not long. This subject used 
polite expressions in S2 and S4 because the recipients are of higher status. The recipient 
in S8 is a classmate, so the subject used a casual style. However, there is no great 
difference in terms of length.  
14. S2/JN Kono tabi ha raishū kaisaisareru sensei no seminā no shōsai ni tsuite 
ukagaitaku, gorenraku sashiagemashita. 
 (I contacted you because I would like to ask you about the details of 





15. S4/JN Getsuyō yogen no gengogaku no jugyō no kimatsushiken ni tsuite, 
okikase itadakitaku mēru sasete itadakimashita. 
 (I emailed you because I would like to know about the final exam of 
the linguistics class from the fourth period on Monday.) 
  
16. S8/JN Jitsuha, kono mae no jugyō o yasunde shimatte, tsugi no shukudai no 
shimekiribi o kikisobirete shimattanda… 
 (Actually, I was absent from class the other day and missed the 
deadline for the next homework.) 
 
 In terms of the email content, it was found that learners generally include less 
information in explanatory sequences than native speakers, and learners also greatly 
reduce the amount of information in P- situations. On the other hand, it may be 
considered rude in Japan to make a request without giving a reason. Even in 
low-imposition situations such as asking for information, it is common for Japanese 
people to explain why they need that information. Explaining situations shows sincerity. 
Learners do not seem to have learned this aspect of Japanese culture. 
 
 
4.2 Analysis of Request Sentences 
 This section focuses on the request sentence and phrase. By uttering a request 
sentence, speakers can achieve their goal of making a certain request. In other words, 
when a sender intends to perform a request when writing a sentence, that sentence is 
considered as a request sentence regardless of its form. Subjects may write more than one 
request sentence in a message. Request sentences can be formed in various ways, and the 
subjects presumably choose the most appropriate strategy to use in their speech act. As 






(1) Direct Question  
(2) Mood Derivable 
(3) Performative 





Table 11 shows the frequency of use of each request strategy. Blank cells indicate that 
there was no message containing that strategy. 
Table 11 
Use of Request Strategies by Situation and Group 
  
DQ MD Perf Want Sug Conv Hint Combo 
S1 
JN 1 





























































































Table 11 (continued) 
Use of Request Strategies by Situation and Group 
  
DQ MD Perf Want Sug Conv Hint Combo 
S6 




JL 4 5 
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JN 3 8 













Conventional was used most frequently by all subject groups in all situations. Some of 
the other strategies were preferred by a certain subject group but were not consistently 
used by the other groups. In particular, the JLs and ENs tended to rely on Conventional or 
Direct question, while the JN group used various strategies within each situation. Table 








Use of Request Strategy 
 
DQ MD Perf Want Sug Conv Hint Combo 
JN (20) 7 21 10 14 9 117 0 22 
JL (20) 57 6 2 1 15 116 0 3 
EN (20) 61 1 1 7 10 114 4 2 
 
This table seems to indicate that Conventional dominates in a wide variety of situations in 
Japanese and English. However, the other strategies still play an important role in some 
situations. One of the major findings from this table involves use of Direct question; it 
was overused by JLs and was also very frequently used by ENs. Second, Mood derivable, 
Performative, and Want statement were employed by JNs, but much less so by JLs or ENs. 
Hint was the least frequent strategy and was only used by the EN group. Combination is 
another strategy that showed a noticeable difference between JNs and learners. 
 
  
4.2.1 Direct question 
 Subjects' use of Direct question is shown in Table 13. Direct question is only 
used in limited situations because it can be used to ask for information, but not to ask 










Use of Direct Question 
 
S1 S2 S4 S6 S8 S10 Total 
JN (20) 1 0 0 1 2 3 7 
JL (20) 4 8 13 4 18 10 57 





JL vs. JN 16.10 0.0001** 
  
** p<0.01, * p<0.05 
S1 is a situation where the sender asks a professor to set up an appointment, so the latter 
condition for Direct question applies. However, subjects could ask about the professor’s 
available time for an appointment. Seven subjects who used Direct question as a request 
sentence performed a request by asking about the professor’s schedule. In other situations, 
such as S2 and S4, where subjects had to find out the schedule for a seminar (S2) and the 
date of the final exam (S4), they had the option of asking “When is the next seminar?” 
(Direct question) instead of “Can you tell me when the next seminar is?” (Conventional). 
S6, S8, and S10 were also situations where Direct question was possible.  
 Direct question was preferred by the JL and EN groups in several situations, but 
it was seldom used by the JN group. In particular, in S4, S8, and S10, more than half of 
the JLs and ENs used Direct question. As the contrast result shows in Table 13, the 
difference between the JN and the JL groups is statistically significant, while the JL and 
the EN groups have very close numbers. This significant difference between the JN data 
and the JL data can be attributed to learners’ L1 transfer. It is unclear why JNs did not use 
Direct question, but it may be too direct. Japanese people may thus employ Conventional 




asking for information as a situation where they do not have to take a common “request” 
form. The “question” form is clear enough to satisfy their need. 
 
 
4.2.2. Mood derivable 
 The second strategy, Mood derivable, was used primarily in low-imposition 
situations, except that S5 is high-imposition. 
Table 14 
Use of Mood Derivable 
  S2 S4 S5 S6 S8 S10 
Total  
P+ P+ P+ P+ P- P- 
 
D+ D- D- D- D+ D- 
 
I- I- I+ I- I- I- 
JN (20) 1 2 1 2 7 8 21 
JL (20) 1 0 0 5 0 0 6 
EN (20) 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
  
 Among the low-imposition situations, Mood derivable was preferentially used 
by JNs to P- recipients such as a close friend (S10) and a classmate (S8). However, Mood 
derivable is definitely not a preferred strategy for ENs. Mood derivable can take two 
forms, casual and polite. The casual form is, for example, oshiete ‘tell me’ ending with 
the te-form of a verb. On the other hand, oshiete kudasai ‘please tell me’ is a polite form. 
Fifteen of 21 Mood derivables in the JN data were polite forms, and six were casual 
forms. On the other hand, the six Mood derivable expressions in the JL data were all 
polite forms, and there were no instances of casual Mood derivables in the JL data. Of the 




group. S2 and S6 are comparatively polite situations because the recipients are a 
professor and a senior student. For the five examples in S6, JLs may have recognized the 
Mood derivable strategy as slightly polite but not polite enough to use in a formal or a 
high-imposition request situation. The reason why no JLs used a casual Mood derivable 
may be because they had not learned this form, but had only learned how to use polite 
Mood derivables. The JN group used casual forms in S10, but they mainly used polite 
forms in other situations, including S8, which is not a very formal situation since the 
recipient is a classmate of their own age and the imposition is low, but the distance is +. 
Use of the polite form in S8 might be explained by the distance. Interestingly, eight of the 
nine instances of polite Mood derivable by JN subjects in S8 and S10 were accompanied 
by either exclamation marks or emoticons, which are often used to convey a feeling of 
affinity and make request sentences more casual. JNs control the politeness level by using 
these functions and create a rich variety of expressions. 
 Based on this analysis, Mood derivable can be characterized as a strategy that is 
preferred by native Japanese speakers in P- and I- situations. In P-, D-, and I- situations 
(S10), it was used in the casual form. In P-, I-, but D+ situation (S8), it was used in the 
polite form with emoticons to control the formality level. Because they did not use it in 
formal situations, learners might have been taught that Mood derivable is direct. Also, 
one reason why they did not use it in formal situations may be that this strategy is too 










 Performative is not a common strategy. If the word onegaisuru ‘I hereby ask’ 
appears in a request sentence, it is considered a Performative. However, the expression 
yorosiku onegaishimasu was not counted as a Performative strategy because this is a 
fixed expression used at the end of email messages as a closing. This usage was 
frequently seen at the end of messages by JNs. Here, other sentences with onegaishimasu 
were targeted. Performative was used only once by a JN subject, in S3, and a JL used it 
once in S2 and S3. It was used once by an EN subject, in S3. Two examples employed by 
the same JL subject in two different situations were both grammatically incorrect, as in 
okaki ni natte onegai shimasu ‘ask you to write’ (S3/JL) and oosie ni natte onegai 
shimasu ‘ask you to tell me’ (S2/JL). In fact, no one else in the JL group used this type of 
strategy. The only example of Performative by a JN was sensei ni suisenjo no onegai o 
shitaito omotteimasu ‘I would like to ask you to write a recommendation letter’ (S3/JN). 
This type of strategy was classified as a hedged Performative in Blum-Kulka (1989). No 
other forms of Performative appeared in the data. Performative is the least frequent 
strategy, along with Hint. This strategy is not common in English, so it is not surprising 
that learners do not use it. 
 
 
4.2.4 Want statement 
 The JN subjects used Want statements in a wide variety of situations from S2 to 
S9, while the JL subjects only used it once, in S1. Even in the JN group, this strategy was 
not used frequently. However, it was sometimes used in Combination. Want statement 





Use of Want Statement 
 
S1 S2 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 Total 
JN (20) 
 
2 2 3 2 2 2 4 17 
JL (20) 1 
       
1 
EN (20) 4 1 
     
2 7 
 
Considering the infrequent use of Want statement by the EN group, it can be said that 
expressing one’s want was not a common way for learners to make a request. 
 The following excerpts provide some examples of Want statements.  
17. S5/JN Kondo no nichiyōbi no asa, XX kūkō made okutteitte hoshīndesu 
kedo…  
 (I would like you to drive me to XX airport, but…) 
 
18. S7/JN Yokattara issho ni benkyō shite hoshīdesu. 
 (I would like you to study together (with me) if it is OK.) 
 
19. S1/JL Sono kurasu ni tsuite narau tame ni ukagaitai to omoimasu. 
 (I think I would like to visit you to learn about that class.) 
 
20. S1/EN I would like to meet with you in order to get a better idea of what 
the course will entail. 
 
For native Japanese speakers, Want statement is neither too informal nor too direct, since 
some examples appeared in P+ situations, such as S2 and S4. In English, like 









 For all subject groups, Suggestory strategy was only used in S7 and S9, and S7 
is the situation where Suggestory was used the most. In S7, Suggestory strategy was used 
seven times by the JN subjects, 14 times by the JL subjects, and 10 times by the EN 
group. Suggestory looks like an offer on the surface, but it can be used by subjects to 
perform a request. Similar to the Mood derivable strategy, it was used in casual and polite 
forms, and only the JN subjects used casual forms of Suggestory. Half of the Suggestory 
expressions in S7 were in casual forms. 
21. S7/JN Kondo chotto issho ni benkyōshinai? 
 (Why don’t we study together next time?) 
 
22. S7/JN Yokattara issho ni tesuto benkyō shimasenka? 
 (Why don’t we study together for the test if it is OK?) 
 
Excerpt 21 takes a casual form, and Excerpt 22 takes a polite form. The JL group used 
only polite forms, as in Excerpt 23. As found with Mood derivable, the JL group did not 
use casual forms at all. 
23. S7/JL Issho ni benkyō shimashōka? 
 (Shall we study together?) 
 
This strategy is not a common strategy for any of the groups, but it can be used in 
situations where the requester asks the requestee to do an act together with the requester. 
 
 
4.2.6 Conventional strategy 
 All subject groups used Conventional strategy most often. Conventional strategy 





a. Conventional I 
Example: …te itadakemasenka, itadake naideshōka, moraemasenka  
"can you…” “would you mind…” 
 
b. Conventional II 
Example: yoroshīdesuka, kanōdeshōka 
“is it OK…” “is it possible to…” “can I…” 
   
c. Conventional III 
Example: tara saiwaidesu 
“I would appreciate if you…” 
 
 Table 16 shows the distribution of Conventional strategy use. Conv I was the 
most common strategy among the three conventional categories, and the other strategies 
were not used as often. The JN and the EN groups used Conv II and III occasionally. 
However, the JL group relied on the use of Conv I. It is possible that the learners had not 
learned Conv II and III forms in Japanese courses. 
Table 16 
Use of Conventional Strategy 
 
Conv I Conv II Conv III Total 
JN (20) 83 23 15 121 
JL (20) 109 6 1 116 
EN (20) 99 11 4 114 
 
 As can be seen in Table 17, the JL and the EN groups preferred Conv I more in 
high-imposition situations than in low-imposition situations, though the difference was 
less pronounced with the JNs. The pattern of strategy use of the JL group resembles that 




consider Conv I to be a polite strategy because they used it in high frequency in all 
high-imposition situations except S7.
Table 17 
Distribution of Conventional Strategy 
  
I II III 
  
I II III 
S1            
P+, D+, I+ 
JN 5 4 1 
S2            
P+, D+, I- 
JN 13 1 3 





EN 10 3 1 EN 5 2 1 
S3            
P+, D-, I+ 
JN 6 7 1 
S4            
P+, D-, I- 





EN 16   1 EN 8     
S5            
P+, D-, I+ 
JN 9 2   
S6            
P+, D-, I- 
JN 12 1 2 




EN 13 3 1 EN 12 1   
S7             
P-, D+, I+ 
JN 5 4   
S8              
P-, D+, I- 
JN 7   2 




EN 9 1   EN 3     
S9             
P-, D-, I+ 
JN 13     
S10             
P-, D-, I- 
JN 6   1 









 Hint was barely used, with only one example in S2 and three in S5 by the EN 
subjects. Hint is usually considered a major indirect strategy with respect to the speech 
act of request and has been found frequently in earlier studies. Surprisingly, however, 




making requests in emails even though it is common in oral communication. Because 
emails are non-interactive and cannot be accompanied by non-verbal tools like facial 





 Combination refers to a strategy that combines two or more request sentences in 
a message. Combination was mostly used in high-imposition situations by the JNs, but 
the JLs only used it in S7, which is a situation where the sender asks a classmate to study 
together for the test. High-imposition of the S7 request may be the reason why two 
request sentences were used in this situation. Strategies used in Combination varied, but 
there were three examples of using Conventional I twice in a message in the JL and EN 
data. However, all examples in the JN data were combinations of different strategy types. 
A variety of combinations used by the JN group is presented in Table 18.  
 The JN subjects used two or more request sentences with some explanatory 
sentences inserted between them. It should be noted that Performative and Want 











Use of Combination by JN Group 
 
First Second Frequency 
S1 
Want statement  Performative 1 
Direct question Performative 1 
Conv I Mood derivable 1 
Conv I Conv II 1 
Want statement Direct question 2 
Conv II Conv III 3 
S3 
Conv I Want statement 1 
Conv I Performative 2 
S5 
Conv I Performative 2 
Conv I Conv III 3 
S7 Suggestory Mood derivable 1 
S9 Conv I Cov III 2 
S10 Conv I Performative  2 
 
 Most situations where the Combination strategy was used were high-imposition 
situations, which suggests that Combination can be used to mitigate the level of 
directness and to make requests more polite. For American subjects, however, it was 
found that simple request emails were preferred, so the Combination strategy is not 
necessarily polite.  
 
 
4.3 Analysis of Politeness Strategies 
 Brown and Levinson (1987) divide politeness strategies into positive politeness 




will be classified and analyzed. The request strategies discussed in the previous section 
can themselves be politeness strategies. For example, Conventional is one form of 
negative politeness because it conveys an FTA in an indirect way. Suggestory, on the 
other hand, can be a positive politeness strategy since it takes the “we” form instead of “I” 
or “you” and includes both the sender and the recipient in the activity. However, these 
two forms will not be discussed in this section. The main negative politeness strategies 
examined in this study are (1) apology, (2) question, hedge, (3) giving the recipient the 
option of not doing the act, (4) minimization of the imposition, and (5) incurring the debt. 
Positive politeness strategies examined are (6) showing interest/admiration, (7) seeking 
something in common ground, (8) reciprocity, (9) in-group identity marker, and (10) 
concern for the recipient’s wants.  
 Table 19 shows occurrences of politeness strategies in each situation, regardless 
of the type of politeness strategy. By comparing the total numbers of politeness strategies 
by each group, it was found that the difference between the JN group and the JL group is 
significant, while there was no significant difference between JL and EN. The JN subjects 
used many strategies in all situations. They particularly employed strategies in 
high-imposition situations such as S5 and S9. The JLs used fewer strategies and they did 
not use any politeness strategies in S10. In the other situations, occurrences were fairly 
uniform. In contrast, the ENs seemed to control their use of politeness strategies based on 








Number of Uses of Politeness Strategy in Each Situation 
  S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 
Total  
P+ P+ P+ P+ P+ P+ P- P- P- P- 
 
D+ D+ D- D- D- D- D+ D+ D- D- 
 
I+ I- I+ I- I+ I- I+ I- I+ I- 
JN (20) 29 28 23 15 52 23 47 29 56 31 333 
JL (20) 12 8 9 9 10 6 8 6 5 0 73 





JL vs. JN 176.54 0.0001** 
  
JL vs. EN 0.03 0.8694 
  
** p<0.01, * p<0.05 
Next, politeness strategies were categorized and analyzed separately. 
 
 
 4.3.1 Negative politeness strategy 
 Negative politeness strategies analyzed in this study are presented in Table 20. 
Apology and question, hedge were the most commonly used negative politeness 











Types and Frequency of Negative Politeness Strategies 
 
JN (20) JL (20) EN (20) Total 
Apology 137 53 7 197 
Question, hedge 89 6 4 99 
Giving option not to do the act 7 0 5 12 
Minimizing the imposition 9 3 7 19 





 Subjects' use of apology is shown in Table 21. 
Table 21 
Use of Apology 
 
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 
Total  
P+ P+ P+ P+ P+ P+ P- P- P- P- 
 
D+ D+ D- D- D- D- D+ D+ D- D- 
 
I+ I- I+ I- I+ I- I+ I- I+ I- 
JN (20) 12 16 11 8 22 11 17 14 19 7 137 
JL (20) 8 7 5 9 8 6 3 6 1 0 53 




JL vs. JN 32.53 0.0001** 
  
JL vs. EN 39.95 0.0001** 
  
** p<0.01, * p<0.05 
 JLs’ use of apology was much less frequent than use by JNs, but it appeared in 




and between JL and EN are both statistically significant. In addition to frequency of use, 
expressions are also different between the JN and the JL. In the JN data, most apology 
expressions were oisogashī tokoro mōshiwake arimasen ga ‘I am sorry (to bother you) at 
your busy moment but…’ and otesū desu ga ‘I am sorry to trouble you, but…’ However, 
neither was used by JLs, who instead used sumimasen ga ‘I am sorry but…’ In the JN 
data, sumimasen ga was used only in S4, S5, S6, and S7. For the JNs, sumimasen ga 
might not have been polite enough to use in messages addressed to a professor, yet it is 
not suitable to use in casual situations since it takes polite style. They tended to choose 
gomen, which also means ‘sorry’ but in a more casual way, in messages addressed to a 
person of the same age. The fact that the JLs used sumimasen ga regardless of the 
situation indicates that the JLs may not have shared the same nuance that the JNs had for 
this expression. Perhaps they did not know other expressions of apology. However, even 
though they did not use apology in English very frequently, at least they tried to use an 
apology expression in Japanese. In this sense, they deviated from their L1 norms. The JLs 
seemed to have learned that apology can be used when making requests. They just did not 
know variants of apology expressions. 
 
 
4.3.1.2 Question, hedge 
 This strategy is used when the speaker does not want to presume that the hearer 
is willing to do the FTA. “If you can” and “if you are willing to do” are examples of this 
category in English. By using this strategy, the sender is able to relieve the recipient from 





frequently used by the JNs; two such examples are moshi yoroshikereba ‘if you are 
willing’ and yokattara ‘if you are willing.  
Table 22 
Use of Question, Hedge 
  S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 
Total  
P+ P+ P+ P+ P+ P+ P- P- P- P- 
 
D+ D+ D- D- D- D- D+ D+ D- D- 
 
I+ I- I+ I- I+ I- I+ I- I+ I- 
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Surprisingly, JLs and ENs barely used question, hedge in their requests, while the JNs 
used it very frequently. Even in low-imposition situations, the JNs used this strategy as if 
it was part of a routine of asking someone to do something for them by email. Learners 
may not recognize this expression as a routine, and their instances were limited to 
high-imposition situations. Only two learners out of twenty employed moshi yokattara 'if 
you are willing,' which could be attributed to L1 transfer. They might have felt that they 
did not have to learn it because it was not necessary in their native language. 
 
 
4.3.1.3 Giving the recipient the option of not doing the act 
 Though very similar to question, hedge, this strategy enables the sender to assert 
to the recipient that it is all right to refuse his/her request, while question, hedge only 
implies it. Table 20 shows that no JL members used this strategy, and only JNs and ENs 




high-imposition situations. Similarly, EN members used this strategy in S5 and S7. 
Moreover, the expressions used resemble each other. Moshi tsugō ga warukattara zenzen 
heiki nanode ‘if it is inconvenient for you, it is completely fine’ is an example from S5 
written by a JN subject. In the same situation, an EN subject wrote, ‘I understand if it is 
inconvenient for you.’ In the case of S7, there are other similar expressions muridattara 
zenzen ii kara! ‘it is OK if you can’t’ from the JN group, and ‘if not, that’s OK too’ from 
the EN group. It is clear that this strategy is common in English, but learners did not use 
it in Japanese, perhaps because they did not practice how to use it in the language class. 
 
 
4.3.1.4 Minimizing the imposition 
 Brown and Levinson (1987) explain that a requester can use a word such as “just” 
and “a little” to minimize the imposition. In this study, this type of strategy did not 
necessarily include these words but took other forms. For instance, a JN subject wrote 
ojikan no aru toki de daijōbudesu node ‘it is OK (to do the request) when you have time’ 
in S6, where the sender asks a senior student to give him/her someone’s email address. 
The frequency of this strategy is presented in Table 23. 
Table 23 
Use of Minimizing the Imposition 
  
S1 
(P+ D+ I+) 
S3 
(P+ D- I+) 
S6 
(P+ D- I-) 
S7 
(P- D+ I+) 
Total 
JN (20) 5 0 1 3 9 
JL (20) 2 1 0 0 3 





All subject groups used this strategy in S1, where power, distance, and imposition are all 
+. However, this is not a common strategy because the frequency is not high in all groups 
compared to apology and question, hedge. 
 
 
4.3.1.5 Incurring the debt 
 This strategy is used to explicitly admit to being in someone's debt and it takes 
the form of a gratitude expression. No one in the JN group used this strategy, and JLs did 
not use it frequently. For the EN subjects, this strategy was the most common and was 
used in all high-imposition situations except S1. Most instances of this strategy in the EN 
data take a form such as “I would really appreciate it” or “it would be greatly appreciated.” 
It may be that learners did not transfer the norm of their L1 with respect to this strategy 
because there is only one example in the JL data. It is also possible that learners felt it 
difficult to use this strategy in their target language since it takes the conditional form.  
 It should be noted that the use of gratitude expressions was often found in the JL 
data as a closing sentence of the email. In the JN data, expressions like yoroshiku 
onegaishimasu and yoroshiku were used as closing sentences. In the JL data arigato 
gozaimasu ‘thank you’ was used very frequently, while the JN subjects never used this 
gratitude expression as a closing sentence. However, use of a gratitude expression as a 
closing sentence is probably a translation of a message-closing "Thank you" in English, 









4.3.2 Positive politeness strategy 
 Table 24 shows the frequency of positive politeness strategies in the data. 
Table 24 
Types and Frequency of Positive Politeness Strategies 
  JN (20) JL (20) EN (20) Total 
Showing interest/admiration 26 6 11 43 
Seeking common ground 1 0 0 1 
Reciprocity 17 3 8 28 
In-group language 48 1 3 52 
Concern for the recipient’s wants 0 0 10 10 
 
In-group language and concern for the recipient’s wants were preferred by a specific 
subject group. Showing interest or admiration and reciprocity were used by all subject 




 4.3.2.1 Showing interest or admiration 
 This strategy includes various forms. For example, in S2, where the sender 
wants to ask a professor about the schedule of the seminar, the sender can show his/her 
interest in the topic of the seminar, as in taihen kyōmibukaku omoi, ‘I think it is very 
interesting, so…’ In S5 and S9, where the sender asks a senior student (S5) and a friend 
(S9) to take them to the airport by car, it is common to imply that the sender is counting 
on the recipient. For example, some of the JN subjects said senpai ni shika 
tanomenakute… ‘You are the only one I can ask…’ In S7, where the sender asks a 




with itsumo jugyō de hatsugenshiteite sugoidesune ‘you are amazing because you always 
speak up in class.’ The precedeing examples are all from the JN data. Similar expressions 
are present in the JL data, but the wording is different. In the JL data in S7, for example, a 
JL subject wrote namisan ha atama ga īto kizuita kara ‘I found that Nami is smart.’ This 
expression is much more direct than the examples in the JN data.  
 
 
4.3.2.2 Seeking common ground 
 Seeking common ground is a strategy whereby the sender mentions something in 
common between him/her and the recipient. This strategy appeared only once in the JN 
data, in S7, where the sender wrote are sugoi muzukashikunai? ‘don’t you think that 
(class) is so difficult?’ In the JL and EN data, this strategy was never used, indicating that 




 Reciprocity is used to offer something as a (partial) repayment for the request. 
All subject groups used this strategy in S5 and S9. Subjects offered to pay for gas, to buy 
a souvenir, or to buy dinner some time. This strategy seems to be shared by Japanese and 
English speaking people since all groups used it in the same way in the same situations. 
  
 4.3.2.4 In-group language 
 For in-group language, subjects used a dialect, emoticons such as（>_<）and（ノ
Д`）, and symbols like ♪ and ～. The JN group used all three of these types of in-group 




strategy as in-group language, such as ‘buddy’ and ‘thanks man,’ as well as a joke, as in 
‘don’t worry, I won’t stalk them.’ Emoticons were used frequently in S5, S6, S7, S8, S9, 
and S10 by the JN subjects, but a dialect was used only in S10, where the recipient was a 
friend. Emoticons and symbols were used even with polite expressions and served the 
function of adjusting the politeness level. For learners, this strategy may be difficult to 
learn because emoticons and dialects are usually not taught in language class. If a learner 
has a chance to exchange emails with a Japanese friend, he/she may know what Japanese 
emoticons look like and how they are used in a real email. However, learners need to 
become familiar with these features to use them in their own emails. Jokes are also 




4.3.2.5 Concern for the recipient’s wants 
 Concern for the recipient’s wants was only used by the EN subjects in S7 (the 
sender asks a classmate to study together for the test), the situation where the Suggestory 
strategy was commonly used. This strategy is used to indicate that the sender cares about 
the recipient’s wants (in this case, if he/she wants to study together or not), while 
Suggestory can disguise a request as an offer. For example, a subject could say I was 
wondering if you wanted to get together. However, it did not appear in the JN or JL data, 
which means that learners did not transfer the norm of their native language and use this 








4.4 Sentence-Final Form 
 In Japanese, there are two types of sentence-final forms: polite/casual, as in 
–masu/-u, -desu/-da. These two forms differ in terms of conjugations at the end of a 
sentence. Examples of these two forms are presented in the following excerpts. Excerpt 
21 is written in the polite form and Excerpt 22 is in the casual form. 
21. S3/JN Jibun no shiya o hirogeru tameni rainendo kara kaigai ni 
ryūgakusuru koto o kangaeteimasu. Ōbosuru noni suisenjō ga 
hitsuyō nanodesu ga, kanete kara osewa ni natteorimasu B kyōju ni 
onegaisuru koto ha kanōdeshōka. Osisogashī jikitoha zonjimasu ga 
yoroshiku onegaishimasu. 
 (I am thinking about study abroad for next semester to broaden my 
horizons. I need a recommendation letter to apply, but is it possible 
to ask Professor B (you)? I know it is busy time but please 
consider.) 
 
22. S10/JN E, onaji kurasu no XX san no adoresutte shitteru? Chotto kikitai 
koto ga aru kara renrakushitainda kedo, oshiete moraenai? 
 (E, do you know the email address of XX in the same class? I have 
something to ask so I want to contact her, but can you tell me?) 
 
 Some messages included both forms. In this case, a message was identified as 
polite/casual if the dominant form was polite/casual, respectively, when examined on a 
sentence-by-sentence basis. The following table shows the number of messages written in 











Number of Messages Written in Polite Form 
  S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 
Total  
P+ P+ P+ P+ P+ P+ P- P- P- P- 
 
D+ D+ D- D- D- D- D+ D+ D- D- 
 
I+ I- I+ I- I+ I- I+ I- I+ I- 
JN (20) 20 20 20 20 20 20 7 12 1 1 141 





JL vs. JN 1.63 0.2019 
  
** p<0.01, * p<0.05 
 Since there are 20 messages in each subject group, when seven messages for S7 
written by the JN subjects were polite, 13 messages were written in the casual form. 
Table 25 shows that the JN group wrote more casual messages than the JL group. Both 
language groups used the polite form in most situations. The only large difference is the 
form in S7. This means that JNs tended to write casual messages to a classmate even 
when they did not know that classmate very well, while most JLs used the polite form in 
the same situation. It also should be noted that JNs used the casual form more frequently 
in S7 (high-imposition situations) than in S8 (low-imposition situation). The difference 
between the JN group and the JL group in terms of total numbers is not significant.  
 Tables 26 and 27 show the relationships between each subject group and the 








Contrast Result of Three Variables on JN in Sentence-Final Form 
  Mean Estimate Chi-Square Pr>Chi-Square 
Power 6.61 53.83 0.0001** 
Power Non-S 6.61 47.51 0.0001** 
Distance 1.84 5.60 0.018* 
Imposition 0.90 0.11 0.7352 
** p<0.01, * p<0.05 
Table 27 
Contrast Result of Three Variables on JL in Sentence-Final Form 
  Mean Estimate Chi-Square Pr>Chi-Square 
Power 2.63 22.25 0.0001** 
Power Non-S 2.65 19.85 0.0001** 
Distance 1.85 11.28 0.0008** 
Imposition 0.99 0.00 0.9605 
** p<0.01, * p<0.05 
 Power is the strongest factor in selecting the form for both subject groups. 
Distance is also important for JLs, but less so for JNs. Imposition had no effect on the 
data. It was found that JNs and JLs chose the polite form when they wrote a request 
message to someone who was superior to them, regardless of the imposition of requests. 
It was also found that native speakers of Japanese only cared about the power relationship 
between them and the recipient, and that social distance and imposition did not matter to 
them in selecting the form. On the other hand, learners of Japanese cared about social 
distance, so they preferred to use the polite form in messages addressed to a same-aged 
person if social distance was +. Learners clearly differentiated sentence-final form based 




requestee is not a close friend. However, native Japanese speakers used the casual form in 
D+ situations. Many native speakers actually mixed two forms in a message. Learners do 








5.1 Summary of Results 
 Comparison of the JN and the JL data showed statistically significant differences 
between the two groups in various aspects. First of all, the explanatory sequences differed 
greatly in terms of frequency, length, and contents. The JL subjects wrote noticeably 
fewer explanatory sequences than the JN subjects in low-imposition situations. The JL 
group was also greatly influenced by power relationships, while the JN group was not 
influenced by any of the three situational variables. The fact that a similar pattern of 
situational change was also found in the EN data indicates that JLs’ tendency to write 
fewer explanatory sequences in P- and I- situations can be attributed to L1 transfer. 
 From the analysis of the number of morae, it was found that the explanatory 
sequences written by the JL subjects were remarkably shorter than those written by the 
JN subjects in all situations. In both groups, the influence of power and imposition was 
significant, but distance did not seem to affect either group significantly. When the 
influence of the three variables upon JL was compared to the influence upon JN, it was 
found that the JL group was influenced by the three situational variables to a greater 
extent than was the JN group. 
 Despite the fact that power influenced the JN group in terms of the number of 




Further analysis of the content of explanatory sequences written by the JN group 
indicated that native Japanese speakers did not vary the amount of information based on 
the power difference. They explained situations in the same level of detail in P- situations 
as they did in P+ situations. The influence of power was found in linguistic forms. It may 
be that native speakers choose appropriate sentence-final forms according to the email 
recipient, but that they explain their situations by providing necessary information in 
either casual or polite form. In the JL data, on the other hand, explanatory sequences in P- 
situations included much less information than in P+ situations. It was also found that the 
JL subjects overused the conjunctive particle kara ‘because’ in violation of a social 
constraint that prohibits its use in formal situations. Their use of kara with the polite form 
implies that they have not learned its social constraint. It should also be noted that there 
was no significant difference in the number of sentences between the JL and the EN 
groups. For American people, explaining situations in detail may not be as important as 
for Japanese people. 
 Second, learners’ use of request strategies was also significantly different from 
the native speakers’ patterns, especially with respect to Direct question, Mood derivable, 
Want statement, and Combination strategies. In the case of Direct question, this strategy 
was preferred by the JL subjects, who used it very frequently. JNs did not use Direct 
question often, while ENs used it as frequently as JLs did. This is evidence that negative 
transfer occurred in the use of Direct question from English. As for Mood derivable and 
Suggestory strategies, learners only used the polite form, while native speakers chose 
polite or casual forms. JLs may not know how to use these strategies in casual style or 




and Hint were the least used strategies for all subject groups. These two strategies are 
absolutely not common strategies in making email requests. The frequency of Want 
statement differed greatly between the JL and the JN groups. The JL group used it only 
once, while the JN subjects used it in all situations except S3 and S10. Conventional 
strategy was the most frequent strategy in all groups. Finally, Combination strategy was 
used in high-imposition situations by the JN group, and various strategies were combined. 
The JL and the EN groups did not use this strategy as much, and their combination was 
limited to using Conventional I twice. 
 The frequency and variety of politeness strategies differed significantly between 
JNs and JLs. Apology was used by several JLs, but the difference between the two groups 
with respect to apology was still significant. In addition, apology expressions used by JLs 
were limited, while the JNs used a rich variety of expressions. The JL subjects did not use 
strategies that do not have fixed expressions, possibly because they needed to construct a 
sentence from scratch. They also rarely used in-group language such as emoticons, while 
many JN subjects used them in informal situations. Infrequent use of politeness strategies 
by the JL group could be attributed to their lack of pragmatic knowledge. The only 
possible L1 transfer was found in the use of question, hedge, which learners did not use 
in either Japanese or English.  
 Finally, in the analysis of sentence-final forms, it was found that there was no 
significant difference between JNs and JLs. Both groups seemed to choose forms 
according to power relationship. JLs, however, were influenced by social distance, and 
they tended to consistently use the polite form in emails addressed to someone of the 




5.2 Limitations of the Study 
 The collected data clearly show significant differences between native speakers’ 
and learners’ performance of request in various aspects, but the study has the following 
limitations. 
 There are several limitations about the subjects. First, the sample size was too 
small. This study used a total of 40 subjects and collected 600 emails. However, in some 
parts of the analysis, it was difficult to use a statistical test to detect significant 
differences because of the small numbers in the data. Considering that there are eight 
categories of request strategies and 10 categories of politeness strategies, it would be 
preferable to obtain a larger number of emails to make sure that there are adequate 
numbers in each category. It would also be important to find subjects with a variety of 
backgrounds. Recruitment of learners of Japanese for this study was limited to students 
attending Japanese classes at Purdue University, most of whom took language courses 
from the beginning level at Purdue University and shared the same textbook. It is difficult 
to generalize the results and it would be dangerous to apply such generalizations to 
learners of Japanese in other contexts. 
 For future research, it would be interesting to compare learners who have study 
abroad experience and those who do not. If, for example, a variety of politeness strategies 
for writing emails is not explicitly taught in a language course, it can be expected that 
learners will not know these expressions. However, learners who have study abroad 
experience may have learned some expressions through everyday life in Japan. By using 
a larger sample size, it may be possible to divide subjects into subgroups and make  




 The second limitation concerns how the request situations were set up. From 
responses to the post-questionnaire, it was found that many subjects felt that it was 
unnatural to ask a classmate to study together for the test if that classmate was not a 
friend. Some subjects also said that they do not ask a teacher about the schedule of a 
seminar or an exam because they can find the information online. Subjects’ feelings of 
unnaturalness about the situations might have affected the results. For example, they may 
have tried to explain more than necessary to give them a good reason for the request. 
Situations should be constructed carefully so that they are as close to natural as possible 
for most subjects. 
 In this study, opening and closing sentences of emails were not investigated. 
Some subjects began writing messages from the title of the recipient and closed with the 
sender’s name. However, others started their messages from explanatory sequences and 
did not include a closing sentence. Every person has a different format for composing 
emails, which could be another point for further investigation. 
 Next, this study did not conduct follow-up interviews. Subjects were asked to 
answer some background information about themselves, and they were also asked to rate 
the level of imposition of each request based on their feelings after filling out the 
questionnaire. However, to understand their performance better, it would have been 
helpful to ask subjects why they used specific strategies in specific situations. Without 
follow-up interviews, the researcher could only infer what made their performances the 
way they were or if there was L1 transfer or not. 
 This study examined how Japanese native speakers and learners are different in 




interesting to investigate native speakers’ perceptions of learners’ requests. This study 
found some evidence of negative transfer from L1, but that may not be a serious problem 
if native speakers perceive their request as polite as their own. This means that it is worth 
investigating native speakers’ perceptions to determine whether or not there are problems 
that should be corrected.  
 Finally, the findings from this study about the written speech act of request can 
be compared with findings from studies about orally performed requests. If some 
expressions are only used in written speech acts but not in oral speech acts, they should 
be taught in language courses as being specific expressions for written contexts.  
 
 
5.3 Implications for Language Teaching 
 As mentioned in the previous section, this study revealed significant differences 
between native speakers’ and learners’ data and some cases of pragmatic transfer from 
learners’ native language. The most serious problems for learners found in this study 
were their overuse of Direct question and their insufficient knowledge about a variety of 
politeness strategies. 
 Overuse of Direct question by learners should be corrected in context. When 
Japanese speakers want to ask someone for information, they use expressions like oshiete 
kuremasenka ‘can you teach me’ or oshiete itadakenai deshōka ‘could you teach me,’ 
because asking for information is asking someone to tell you something. Therefore, it 
naturally becomes a request, and these expressions take the form of a conventional 
request strategy. There may be a difference in how Japanese people and American people 




people may just take it as a question. If this is the case, learners should be taught 
explicitly that asking for information should take the conventional request form, not an 
inquiry form.  
 Politeness strategies need to be taught in context, but they should also be 
practiced in the sequence of making a request. As this study indicates, speech act 
performance is a sequence, not a sentence. At a minimum, the requester needs to explain 
his/her situation, and then make a request. In this sequence, speakers have to build in 
appropriate politeness strategies that support their performance by redressing the 
imposition. Therefore, learning how to make polite sentences is not enough; learners 
must learn how to make a sequence. In other words, they need to know when in the 
sequence they should use a given politeness strategy. As the native speakers demonstrated 
in the study, people can control the politeness level by using a variety of strategies. They 
can make a more polite request by using a combination of politeness strategies, or they 
can use the polite form but make the request sequence less formal by using emoticons in 
emails addressed to friends or classmates. 
 This study suggests that speech acts should be dealt with in specific contexts and 
sequences in language courses. Moreover, written speech acts in emails can be introduced 
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Questionnaire for the JL Group 
 
 
I.  Please write email message in the following situations. You can decide detail settings. 
Please write messages in Japanese. 
 
 
1.  Please imagine a particular person you know. 
 Person A. A teacher you have never talked with 
 
 
1-1. Please write an email message to A (a teacher you have never talked with) in the 
following situation. 




1-2. Please write an email message to A (a teacher you have never talked with) in the 
following situation. 





2. Please imagine a particular person you know. 
 Person B. A teacher you know very well 
 
 
2-1. Please write an email message to B (a teacher you know very well) in the following 
situation. 
 “You want to ask B to write a recommendation letter for study abroad.” 
 
 
2-2. Please write an email message to B (a teacher you know very well) in the following 
situation. 




3. Please imagine a particular person you know. 
 Person C. A senior student in the same club 
 
 
3-1. Please write an email message to C (a senior student in the same club) in the 
following situation. 




3-2. Please write an email message to C (a senior student in the same club) in the 
following situation. 




4. Please imagine a particular person you know. 
 Person D. A classmate you have never talked with 
 
 
4-1. Please write an email message to D (a classmate you have never talked with) in the 
following situation. 
 “You want to ask D to study together for an upcoming exam because you do not 
understand the class at all.” 
 
 
4-2. Please write an email message to D (a classmate you have never talked with) in the 
following situation. 





5. Please imagine a particular person you know. 
 Person E. A close friend 
 
 
5-1. Please write an email message to E (a close friend) in the following situation. 
 “You want to ask E for a ride to an airport that is two hours away from where you 
live.” 
 
5-2. Please write an email message to E (a close friend) in the following situation. 
 “You want to contact E to ask the email address of another friend.” 
 





1. How far is the distance netween you and the particular person you imagined. 
 
A. A teacher you have never talked with 
 
  closest  1 2 3 4 5 most distant 
 
 
B. A teacher you know very well 
 
  closest  1 2 3 4 5 most distant 
 
 
C. A senior student in the same club 
 
  closest  1 2 3 4 5 most distant 
 
 
D. A classmate you have never talked with 
 
  closest  1 2 3 4 5 most distant 
 
 
E. A close friend 
 





2. How bigger a favor is asking the following things. (regardless of who you are 
asking) 
 
Asking for an appointment to talk about the class for next semester 
 
  smallest  1 2 3 4 5 biggest 
 
 
Asking the schedule of final exam 
 
  smallest  1 2 3 4 5 biggest 
 
 





  smallest  1 2 3 4 5 biggest 
 
 
Asking the email address of another person 
 
  smallest  1 2 3 4 5 biggest 
 
 
Asking for a ride to an airport that is two hours away from where you live 
 
  smallest  1 2 3 4 5 biggest 
 
 
Asking the due date of homework 
 
  smallest  1 2 3 4 5 biggest 
 
 
Asking to study together for an upcoming exam 
 






III.  Please answer the following questions about yourself in English. 
 
1. What is your native language? 
 
2. How long have you been learning Japanese? 
 
3. How frequent do you write emails in Japanese? In what occasion do you use 
emails? 
 
4. Please write down any problems or difficulties you had to complete this 
questionnaire. 
